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Fulton, 42041, Fulton County Kentuck

The citizens of South Fulton will go to
the polls on next Tuesday to vote for or
against the present form of government.
It is the American way!
Unfortunately however, the real issue
at stake next Tuesday is not whether the
present form of government is good or bad,
but whether one man, and one man alone,
can take a small band of people and fill them
so full of hatred with rumors, untruths and
half-truths that two communities are gripped
in a holocaust of fear of violence.
This man, through the years, has been
the instigator of petitions for taxpayers
suits, annexation suits, malfeasance and misfeasance in office suits, bribery suits, forgery suits, embezzlement suits.
It all started when he first lost his bid
for re-election to a commissioner post on the
South Fulton City Commission. The rancor
of this defeat became more intense as two
more defeats were chalked up against him.
Fortunately for South Fulton, none of
the petitions were successful, until this individual seized upon the last bastion of hope
for another try at election and that was to
overthrow the present government by exploiting the problems, the frustrations, the
poverty, even the apparent discriminations
of a minority group. .
IF ONLY I COULD MAKE THIS
MINORITY GROUP UNDERSTAND that
the individual who today poses as their
white hope, is the same man who has charged them with "double-cross," three times
before. This is the same man who tried repeatedly to malign a late city attorney, because the city attorney was the one true and
unrelenting friend of the minority groups.
I know. I have read every petition. None
were valid. None were anything but vicious, slanderous, hate-filled documents consumed with but one insatiable command.
get back iii.,S.outtl.figtorLgity Hall.
The current cry of "dictatorship" now at
South Fulton City Hall brings to mind some
rather weird instances during John Reeks'
two terms as city commissioner. There was
the time a mayor was coerced into resigning;
when another mayor was stripped of his
credit card; when a city manager was asked
to resign arid given $2116 illegal severence
pay; and then there's a $55,000.00 paving
contract in 1967 that surely did not do much
for streets in the predominantly Black
neighborhoods, for this is one of the demands now being made by our Black neighbors.
As Paul points out in an editorial today
that John Reeks really is in favor of the citymanager form of government. It servet him
well. But out of office this sudden piety for
the poor people, the Blacks, and corruption,
just isn't compatible with what happened at
City Hall just a very few short years ago,
while John Reeks was a Commissioner.
I didn't think it could happen here. But
it is happening here.
And only you, the voter, can destroy
this man's insidious lust for power that is so
compelling that the good name of a good and
wholesome community could be destroyed if
the present government is overthrown in
South Fulton.

Kentucky Windage
(By P. W.)
Now I'm not out to knock the anti-pollution campaign, especially that part of it that
has brought about the wider distribution of
unleaded gas.
That part I like, although my reason has
nothing to do with the fact that unleaded gas
reduces automobile emission futhes. We have
always used unleaded gas for type cleaning
in our shop, and there were times I have had
to drive miles to buy it. Now I can get it anywhere in the neighborhood.
But the other day I met a fellow whose
enthusiasm for unleaded gas left room for
improvement. He sells the stuff.
The fellows in the shop said we needed
some gas for type cleaning, so I stuck an
empty 2-gallon can in the car and went to
(Continued on page six.)
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Next Tuesday, April 6, South Fulton citizens though less than 200 werequalified, registered voters, the
will be called to the polls to vote on a matter that number
was sufficient to meet
many consider will have a profound effect on the Tennessee law.
A special election was therefore called five
community for the next 50 years.
weeks from the date the petition
The ballot seeks to determine whether or not was presented,
and set for April
the South Fulton citizens wish to surrender their
There
has
been
little, if any,
charter for the City Manager form of govern- visible
campaigning on the part
ment, under which they are now operating.
of the petitioners to rally supA vote for surrender of the charter means port to their cause, although a
possible last-minute effort may
that the city of South Fulton will return to the be
made to air a few personal
Mayor-Council form of government under which grievances which seem to have
been the basis for the petition
the city formerly operated. Tennessee statutes in
the first place. It may. be
describe it as the "Weak Mayor-Council" form of significant
that after the petition
was filed, a number of signers
government.
stated that they had not realA vote against surrender of the charter ized the intent of what theo.
means that the present City Manager form of were signing; by then it was too
late to
have their
names
government will be continued.
removed from the petition.

The referendum vote next
Tuesday was forced by a petition circulated last
month
bearing a sufficient number of

Ford, Combs Plan County Visits

RING OUT THE OLD, RING IN THE NEW: No, it's
not New Year's, It's just sway of saying that the new South Central Bell manager, Steve
Fryrear arrived this week to replace Ron
Laird at the helm of the Fulton exchange. Ron, (left, above)
is leaving for a well-deserved promotion as manager at Madisonville, and with him
go the best wishes of a multitude of friends
he has made throughout this area... and thet goes
for Ruth, tool

Jackie Hollie Named
"Miss South Fulton"
Miss Jackie Hollie, a pretty
17-year-old brunette with a
long list of titles to her credit,
was selected as "Miss South
Fulton" Tuesday night.
Miss Hollie was First Maid
last year.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Hollie at Har-

May And Smith
Head '72 FHS
Annual Staff

ris. A senior at South Fulton, The staff of the Fulton High
she has green eyes, brown hair School annual for 1971 will
is five feet five inches tall be headed by Rene May, editor,
and weighs 115.
and
Kent Smith, assistant
Miss Horne is the reigning ,editor, the
News
learned
Obion County "Fairest of the Wednesday.
Fair" and was named First • Seniors who have been named
Maid at the Tennessee Fairest to head committees for the
(continued on page 6)
Annual include Mark Owens,
photography; Bob Engel, activities; Myra Johnson and Debbie
Oark, advertising; Greg Scates
Sad Charles Whitnel, sports;
suid Sandra Thompson, classes.
The balance of the Annual
staff Will include Denise Homra,
Donna Sensing, Gigi Brock, Sue
Nelson, Robin Whitesell, David
Thompson, Jeff Scates
and
Anita Sublette.

Honor List At
UTM Includes
Area Students
A total of 1,032 students
achieved academic honors during winter quarter at the University of Tennessee at Martin,
Henry C. Allison, dean
of
admissions and records, has
announced.
To qualify for academic honors, a student must carry at
least 12 hours of credit during
the quarter and must earn a
grade point average ranging
from 3.0 to 4.0 point maximum
system. Students whose grades
are from 3.75 to 4.0, inclusive,
are passed for the quarter
SUMMA CUM LAUDE,
Among the students included
on the winter quarter honors
list at U-T Martin are the
following from Fulton and South
Fulton:
Fulton--Gary Lynn Barnes,
Mary Johanna Butts, Kathy
Ann Meacham, Joe Franklin
Taylor.
South Fulton--Jane Bloodworth, George Thomas Cannon,
Janet Kay Curtis (summa cum
laude), Diane Foster (summa
cum laude),
Carmen
Sue
Gardiner
(summa cum laude),
THE NEW MISS SOUTH FULTON: Jackie Hell*
a 17-yeer-eid Christina McKinney, Joyce Gail
senior at South Fulton High School, was named
"Miss South Perry (summa cum laude),
Fulton" Tuesday night in the annual competition
Janice Sharp (summa cum
held at the
laude), Oran Charles Walker,
high school.
(Additional picture on page 3).
Susan Carol Warren.

names to bring the matter to
In our edition of March 11,
a vote. The petition bore 276 The News sought to point out
names; the °Mon County elec- a few of the legal entanglements
lion commission ruled that al(continued on page 6)

Two leading candidates for
the 1971 Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, Lt. Gov.
Wendell Ford and former Gov.
Bert Combs, will be in Fulton
County next week to greet their
friends and supporters at fundraising dinners.
Mr. Ford will visit in Fulton
on Monday, April 5 for a "Fighters for Ford" dinner at the
Derby Restaurant. Tickets for
the dinner, which begins at 7
p.m., are $5 per person. They
can be obtained from campaign
officials in both Hickman and
Fulton.
Dan Taylor of Fulton and
Brodie Creed of Hickman are
Mr. Ford's county campaign
chairmen. Mrs. Felix Gossum,
Jr., of Fulton and Mrs. H. G.
Shaw of Hickman are his women's Chairmen.
Mrs. Ford will accompany
her husband to Fulton. She will
Wendell Ford
be in Clinton for a reception
Bert Combs
from 3:30 to 5:30 before the who are both candidates
for at the Holiday Inn in Fulton.
dinner.
re-election to the state leg- Tickets
for the dinner are $5
Mr. Combs and his running- islature, will also attend
the per plate and eon be obtained
mate, Julian Carroll, will begin reception. The wives
of all four from officials of the Combstheir Fulton County campaign candidates are
expected
to Carroll campaign.
with a reception at the RECC attend with their
husbands.
Ray Williams of Fulton and
building in Hickman WednesEarl Taylor of Hickman are
day, April 7, from 3 to 5 p.in.
The four candidates will be
Mr. Combs' county campaign
at
the chairmen. Mrs. Waudell Yarbre
State Sen. Carroll Hubbard, featured speakers
Combs - Carrot fund-raising
and State Rep. Ralph Graves,
of Hickman is his woman dinner at 7:30 Wednesday night
chairman.

Mandrell Show Saturday Hopes To
Benefit Banana Festival Finances
Barbara Mandrell, the vivacious hundred
pound bundle of talent, who captured the hearts
of all who saw her perform during the 1970 International Banana Festival in Fulton, Kentucky
and South Fulton, Tennessee, will return to the
twin-cities on April 3rd., for a big two hour Country-Western show beginning at 8:00 P. M. at the
South Fulton High School Gym.
Barbara, along with her band,
The Mandrell's and Bony Shaw,
an exciting new talent,
will
come to the South Fulton Gym
with their big Nashville sound.
On stage Barbara has several
things going
her favor,
in

namely her talent, her beauty
and stage personality. Barbara
plays several different instruments. She uses pedal steel
guitar, five-string banjo, saxophone, and bass guitar in her
act. She plays everything from
'blue-grass' to 'modern pop'
and acts as Mistress of Ceremonies for her own shows.
Tickets for the big April 3rd
Country Western Show are on
sale with local Fulton-South
Fulton merchants
who
are
sponsoring a drawing for cash
prizes during intermission of
The Mandrell Show.

FULTON HIGH TALENT
SHOW TO BE FRIDAY
The Annual Fulton High
School talent show will be
sti:gcd at Carr gym, Friday
night, April 2nd at 7:30 p. m.
Much local talent will he seen
in action. Make your plans to
see these talented high school
students perform.
The Retail Merchants AsThe fifty cents admission sociation announces the folcharge will he turned over to lowing rules for the drawings;
the high school activities (mid no purchase is necessary, just

"Rewarding" Work Brings Honor To Lois Milk,.
By Angella Mueller
Mrs. Rodney Miller became
administrator of Haws Memorial Nursing Home in 1987"with
some misgivings, but knowing I
was needed." Today she approaches her work with
a
convert's fervor and enthusiasm.
"It's not depressing," she
said emphatically. "This is the
most rewarding thing of my
life. There is no place where
people appreciate efforts on
their behalf more."
Mrs. Miller's dedication is
well known to the Kentucky
Nursing
Home Association,
which nominated, at its convention last fall, her for a
position on the state Hospital
Council. Gov. Nunn has appointed her to a three-year
term on the council.
Characteristically,
Mrs.
Miller regards-the appointment
less as a personal reward than
as a chance to work for the
improvement of nursing homes

in the state. "I've got lots of
dreams," she said. "Everywhere I am now I want people
to know what we are trying to
do."
What she is trying to do is
offer not only the best nursing
home care at Haws, but to improve the quality of nursinghome
and
rest-home care
across the state. Such plans
Include an effort to educate
people to the fact that "there
are different levels of care
and
necessary to
all are
people's physical and mental
needs."
According to Mrs. Miller,
the first task of such a public
education program is to make
clear that the terms "nursing
home" and "rest home" do
not apply to the same types of
institutions. She explained that
a nursing home cares for persons convalescing from acute
illnesses, and chronically ill
parsons who need skilled medical care. A rest home, also

known as a personal care home, tucky Nursing Home) AssociIs for persons who do not need ation
regulate individual
medical care, but who need homes," she said. "Some of
some custodial care because those who are not members are
they cannot live by themselves. causing bad publicity for the
"But it's not enough just to rest of us."
educate," Mrs. Miller added.
According to Kentucky law,
"We need laws to make the nursing homes must be run by
difference apparent."
licensed administrators. But
Mrs. Miller explained that the licenses are granted by
no laws now exist which would the Department of Health, and
prevent rest homes from ac- the Nursing Home Association
cepting persons who need med- has no authority over the grantical care and should be patients ins of licenses.
in nursing homes. When abuses
"If someone's running a home
are uncovered, they reflect on that is substandard, about all
both nursing homes and rest we can do is refuse to accept
homes. She said that Ralph their membership (in the AsNader's investigators, who dis- sociation), or
revoke it if
closed an unfavorable report they're already a member,"
on "nursing homes" in Chicago Mrs. Miller said.
last summer were actually in"We could recommend that
vestigating rest homes.
the state not grant licenses,
In her position on the Hos- but we need the money
to inpital Council, Mrs. Miller hopes spect individual nursing
homes.
also to raise the standards of
"Don't
misunderstand-nursing homes in the state. there are plenty of
excellent
"What I'd like to get done in nursing homes,"
Mrs. Miller
Frankfort is to hove the (Ken- a&ded. "But there
are some

sign “uir name and drop in
the
boxes provided in each
store. There will be three
names drawn during the intermission, you must be present
at the Mandrell show to win.
Each prize will be all the cash
you can pick up and carry
in your double hands.
The price of tickets for adults
is $2.00 advance, $2.50 at the
door. Advance tickets for children under 12 years of age wil!
be $1.00---and $1.25 at the
door. Everyone is urged topur chase their tickets early as th,
seating capacity is limited.

"Give-Away" Money
Is Now On Display
A container, with a portion
of the money to be given away
In three drawings during intermission of the Saturday night
Barbara Mandrel] Show, is an
display this week in various
stores of the Fulton - South
Fulton retail merchants. To
be elgible to win you must
register in one of the participating stores (no purchase ne( essary) and be present at the
Country Western Shov. . n Saturday night April 3rd.

bad ones too, and I'd hate like
the Dickens for them to rub off
on all of us."
Mrs. Miller, the former Lois
Jean Haws, is the daughter of
Mrs. Lois C. Haws, who foundThe public is invited to attend
ed the Haws Hospital as a
a drug
abuse
conference
memorial to her husband, the
Wednesday morning, April 7
late Dr. Morton W. Haws, in
at 9 a.m, in the Fulton County
1939. The hospital became a
High School gym.
nursing home in 1958. Before
Speakers at the conference
becoming administrator, Mrs.
will include patients and staff
Miller divided her time between
members from the U. S. Narserving as her husband's legal
cotics Hospital in Lexington.
secretary
and raising her The
conference is the second
family of five children.
In a series of drug-abuse proWhen Mrs. Miller argues for
grams sponsored by the Stuhigh standards in nursing home
dent Advisory Council of FCHS.
care, she speaks as an administrator who demands the same
KEA RECEPTION
.
high standards of herself. Western Kentucky
University
"Your
personnel
attitude, will host s lecejAion
and geteverything, is related to the together
at the annual 3Ceili•
attitude of the person in charge
iucky Education Association
of administration," she stated.
Convention in Louisville. Thurlki
Mrs. Miller is proud that
day, April 15 from 3 to 8 p nit;
Kentucky law requires high
in the Mirror Room of the Kittstandards of nursing home adlucky Hritel.
(continued on page 6)

Public Invited To
Drug Conference
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELINO
Editors and Publishers

If You Live In South Fulton, Next Tuesday
Is Your Red - Letter Day: CAST YOUR VOTE
South Fulton citizens should
put a big, red circle around April
6—next Tuesday—on their calendar. That is the day to accomplish
one thing, if nothing else: VOTE.
If everyone in South Fulton
VOTES next Tuesday, no one in
the community will have any complaining to do after the election is
over. The will of the people will be
determined, quietly, legally, forcefully
with no further recourse. That is the way things are
run in a Democracy.
The pitiful thing about our
elections in general is that too
Many people find too many excuses for doing everything else
When WS time to go to the polls
Old vote; often the will of a detertabled minority overrules the will
the majority because the majorfty fails to vote. Next Tuesday, the
minority will be determined.
This should not happen in
South Fulton next Tuesday; the
matter on the ballot is too important to everyone living in South
Fulton to lightly ignore. A proposed change in the government of
South Fulton is a matter of vital
concern to every citizen in the
community; it affects their future,
the future of their community, its
plans, projects, personnel and its
stability.
We do not propose to suggest
to anyone in South Fulton HOW
they should vote; that is their privilege to decide.

of their community and to provide
for intelligent planning for the future, the citizens of South Fulton
voted out the Mayor-Council form
of government a few years ago and
voted "in" the City Manager form.
They have only to look at the
record to note the difference. Today, South Fulton has a forwardlooking, progressive government,
has money in the bank, has a long
list of improvements either completed or underway, has a good
business climate, residential areas
that are clean and orderly, and
everything is being guided by a
good City Manager. Mike Blake is
receiving slightly less than average pay for his job, but he likes
it, likes the community, and is intensely interested in seeing South
Fulton grow and prosper.
What more can South Fulton
citizens want than this? As we
stated on March 4, Mike Blake deserves a public handshake, not a
kick in the rear.
Next Tuesday will determine
which one the citizens of South
Fulton wish to give him, and
themselves.
Next Tuesday is election day.
The decision, is not on personalities, it is on a question far more
grave than that. It is on the whole
structure of South Fulton government. This decision must be made
by EVERYONE who qualifies as a
registered voter in South Fulton.
If you live in South Fulton, and
you don't VOTE, you have enabled someone on "the other side"
to gain the upper hand on you.

IIIDOE-icrS

CORNER

Parents ....
Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject: Some Other Drugs
Most Commonly Abused

OPPORTUNITY

Today we will go over some of the drugs most commonly
used and abused so we will all be familiar with terms and types
for later discussion.
ORAL AMPHETAMINES:: These are stimulants. On the
strvet they are refurrell to as "fiennies," "Whites" (round and
while). Also in this category are "Dexies" (green and white
capsules) amt "Ileatis" (green, heart-shaped tablets). These are
what are commonly called "pep pills" or diet pills. Taken
orally, Amphetamines stimulate the central nervous system,
the briin and spinal column. Users, under the influence of these
drugs, will usually be argumentative, overactive, unusually
talkative, generally unable to eat much, unable to sleep, and
show a marked release of inhibitions. III is not unusual for one
under the influenee of these drug, to suddenly remove his
clothing for tun l'I`AM/11.1
1:1'S usually demonstrate mental confusion, unpredictable.
and irrational behavior, even violent behavior may result. Use
is biologically harmful too because it destroys body reserves
and makes the user extremely vulnerable to disease. These
are illegally available on the "street market" (about 8-10 for $1)
yet many youngsters obtain oral Amphetamines from the home
medicine sliest (parents' pep or diet pills).
Nots•. Most "street market" (bLick niarket) Amphetamines
are made by illegal laboratories, often by experimenting amateurs, using inibalanced chemicals in unsterile surroundings.
INJECTED MF:THAMPHETANIINES: These are referred
to, among other terms, as "Speed" or "Meth" and are far more
potent, faster acting and, of course, extremely harmful. Users
on injected (intravenously) Methanichetamines are usually extremely emilused, very unpredictable and irrational. Violent
behavior Is 4'0111 iiiiiII
tOXt,• psyeliosis (sick and insane) may
get on a "'peed" or "Meth" run. A
result. Sometimes
"run" is an intravetwas injralion as often as every 4 hours for
3 to ti days, with no eating and no sleeping. During these periods the user is extremely overstimulated and out of control,
or in terms of the street he is "struag-out" or "up-tight." And
he will ,how acute signs of paranoie — he sometimes collects
well as standard
botanical
classification and nomencla- weapons because he is conviteed th ,t people are plotting his
s the beling he must "kill or be
ture, are given for all flowers. death. (us occasion a 11S1.1
A Ready Identification Chart killed." A eerie lens effect I if the eves (like a catnera zoom
lists the flowers by the distinc- lens) makes the UMW evill more pal intikl because objects and
tive features and facilitates people loom up before him, disappeal and alarmingly reappear.
identification of all the flowers
When injections are stopped after a "run," the user "crashrepresented and their related
es" — this means he goes into a pe iod of hallucinations and
species. A detailed Glossary
hours. He awakens famprovides full explanation of deep sleet. coma lasting from 18 to 14
ished, eats huge amounts of food, particularly sweets and
botanical terms.
liquids. Ho is extremely fatigued, v. ry suspectible to disease
DESIGN IN EMBROIDERY by and derail dt-pressed. At this lento, many users will take an
Violet M. Endacote Whether oral Amphetamine to ia:t going imam.
you are an expert needle-work"Sprad- is available on the "sti.el market" in papers, a
er or a beginner who has not small paper package, at about $3 to $5. It sells for about $100
yet mastered all the aspects an ounce. Speed aggravates any heat I condition and can cause
of this age-old craft, this book strokes in suspectible people. It is toxic to any healthy heart
will show you how to be an and
also te the blood vessels as it it Teases heart rates, blood
artist with your needle. While
pressure mid can cause shock and death!
the emphasis is on designethere
Another powerful stimulant is ('ocaine. Its effects on the
are full "working instructions"
body and mind may even exceed th..se of Speed. Cocaine, an
throughout.
extremely hazardous drug, is being imported in increasing volTIFFANY
TABLE SET- ume from South America and Cuba and is being used at alarmTINGS. Tiffany table settings ing rates by young people. (A gram eitsts $40 to $50 and makes
have long been conversation
10 capsules.)
pieces on Fifth Avenue. Now at
comiscolumn is
' provided as a public service by Joe Jedmison,
last, they are available in this
sumptuous volume of
full- Fulton County Attorney.
color and monochrome pictures
with explanatory text—all prepared by Tiffany Si Co. for this
book alone.

They do me wrong who say I come no more
When once I knock and fail to find you in,
For every day I stand outside your door
And bid you wake, and rise to fight and win.
Wail not for precious chances passed away,
Weep not for golden ages on the wane!
Each night I burn the records of the day;
At sunrise every soul is born again.
Laugh like a boy at splendors that have sped
To vanished joys be blind and deaf and dumb;
My judgments seal the dead past with its dead,
But never bind a moment yet to come.
Tho' deep in mire, wring not your hands and
weep;
I lend my arm to all who say,"I can!"
No shamefaced outcast ever sank so deep
But yet might rise and be again a man.
Dost thou behold thy lost youth all aghast?
Dost reel from righteous retribution's blow?
Then turn from blotted archives of the past
And find the future's pages white as snow.
Art thou a mourner? Rouse thee from thy spell;
Art thou a sinner? Sins may be forgiven;
Each morning gives thee wings to flee from hell,
Each night a star to guide thy feet to Heaven.
Walter Malone
FULTON'S

1113Torrmary Coirmair
BY LUCY DANIEL
With the onset of Spring one
thinks of new things: clothes,
flowers, cars and Just everything fresh and new. There are
some new faces on the shelves
at the Fulton Public Library
that will be of interest to all
our patrons. May we invite you
to come by and examine all the
new faces on our library shelves
and especially the following:

how about the preparation of
food. You'll find recipes for
hors-de'oeuvre, soups, fish,
meat, poultry and game dishes, vegetables, salads, desserts, cakes and baking,
savouries and breakfasts, sandwiches, party snacks, drinks,
sauces and stuffings--enough
ideas for a lifetime of delicious and attractive menus.
Every recipe in the book has
been tested to perfection in
the kitchens of the Wooden Spool
Club—your guarantee of compliment-catching cookery!

But during the past four
THE BONANZA TRAIL by
weeks, this newspaper has sought
Muriel Sibell Wolle, is the
to point out to the community that
fascinating and definitive book
on the ghost and near -ghost
the air has been full of ill-advised
towns of the Old West for which
and unfounded gossip that has
so many students and amateurs
THE STANDARD BOOK OF
sought to "smear" the present adof Western Americana have
FISHING edited by Bruce R.
been
waiting.
Like
the once Tuttle. If you want to
ministration; we have tracked
get more
booming camps and diggings
fun
down every "rumor" that we
which are its subject, its re- moreout of fishing and catch
and bigger fish--if you
could find and printed the truth;
pository of the wondermtnts, want
how to fish,
U. S. Army Lt. William Cal- glories and pathos of pioneer where toto learn
we have diligently tried to find
fish, and when to
and romantic bonanzas... fish—this
is
the
book for
the basis for discontent and bring ley Jr. was convicted of murdering times
A book that,
the informed For here is a complete you.
, upmore than a score of Vietnamese intelligence, istoalmost
it to light for discussion.
FAMILY CAMPING by Better
impos- to-date, and reliable guide
to Homes and Gardens.
civilians, including women and sible to put down. (The pre- every popular kind of
This is
fish- a most complete book on
& MINOR, TOO
vious words were written by ing,
We found practically no fault children, because
howto
written in practical, step- 'enjoy
the members of Lucius Beebe in THE TERcarefree
BY SItSi N MJAMIS711111
camping
and inwith the City Manager form of the military court
by-step detail by over thirty
cludes tips on outdoor cooking,
were convinced, RITORIAL ENTERPRISE) This of America's most
government by anyone. All we from the evidenc
famous fire-building and also
volume will be of writers and experts on
has an
e, that he was fabulous
fishing.
interest to anyone who likes
equipment check list.
could find were normal personal- guilty.
to
learn
more about our Old
MONTEGO BAY—What are when the weather in
ity clashes, untrue rumors about
WILD FLOWERS OF AMERthe NorTHE PICNIC BOOK by Nike the words that come
West and its many fascinating ICA.
to mind thern U.S. is cold and unpleaHere are 400 wild flowers
Calley never denied the kill- areas.
this or that. John Reeks, one of the
Hazelton.
Everyone
when
loves
you think of Jamaica? sant. Temperatures are
a
of
North
America,
shown
actual
in the
bearers of the petition, even stated ings at My Lai. A number of the
size in beautiful true-to-life picnic. But who isn't tired of Sun and sand and sea .. . rum 80s during the day and somewhat
the same old hard-boiled eggs and calypso.
COOKING FOR COMPLI- full
lower
publicly that he favored the City men who had served under him MENTS
at
color, with detailed de- and
night as cooling breezes
tuna-fish sandwiches?
by
They all are here, plus stars sweep in off the sea,
Morgan, cook- scriptions and with
full infor- your next alfresco feast, For
laden with
Manager form of government over and were there testified to having ery editor Ruth
of WOMAN. From mation as
spread that shine brightly in the clear the scent of frangipan
to
family,
i. hibiscus,
geo- a tableclothful of
the Mayor-Council type, yet his seen him shoot some of the vic- beginner's basic to true chef- graphical range, the nature
delights, night sky and appear to keep oleander and other
blooms.
of
standard, here are hundreds the
chosen from Niko Hazelton's time to the calypso beat of
The budget traveler usually
petition contradicts himself. He tims. The court had to find him of
the
environment in which the
PICNIC BOOK. This book has steel drums.
mouth-watering recipes; plus flowers are
waits with interest for April 16,
found, etc. Common 19
guilty.
petitioned to throw it out.
all the tips and all the knowchapters, each one the fasMontego Bay offers a warm when the summer prices
names and their variations. as
go into
cinaticie story of a picnic.
and friendly resL -part...ularly effect at the plush
resort hotels.
The Mayor and the two ComThese revolting things hapThere are smaller inns and comFROM THE FILES:—
missioners in South Fulton are
pen, as Calley himself said at one
fortable guest houses which ofTWENTY YEARS AGO
fer economical prices. Your trajust three of the community's
point, in every war; the purpose of
vel agent can advise you.
MARCH 23, 1951
good citizens who have been will- war is killing. That does not jusDon't be alarmed by reports
ing to take time from their jobs, tify them, from any ethical or
The Rev. Oakley B. Woodside has been call- about "unrest". As Wade
their families and their other
moral point of view. But who has
has pointed out in the
ed as pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian Greene
N.Y. Times, Caribbean
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
normal activities to serve as com- ever been able to justify war itself,
Church. He will preach his first sermon here strations have not beendemonaimed
munity officials. Theirs is often a as an end in itself, from a moral
at tourists but at institutio
Sunday.
ns.
MARCH 26, 1926
The natives want more of
thankless, tedious, laborious job viewpoint?
the
tourism earnings to remain at
The opening baseball game of the FHS seathat is unappreciated by a lot of
Rev. Woodside comes to Fulton from Sharon, home, plus better job opporIt comes down to the evil of son will be with
the rest of the community. This
Rives on March 26th. Coach Tenn. He succeeds the
and better schools. I
war itself. There is not a people Maddox has
Rev. E. Rueb, who resign- tunities
have found hotel and restauran
has been the story of all of the
also scheduled games with Obion, ed three months
ago to accept the pastorate of help to be unfailingly politet
Mayors and councilmen-commis- on the face of the earth, great or Union City, Mayfield, and Murray. Randolph the church
and helpful.
small, who, in the mass, loves or Kramer
at
Medina
, Tenn.
, representing the freshmen, won the
sioners before them, and will conAlso polite and helpful was
desires war. We suspect the North FHS declam
the
competent staff of Air Jaatory contest Wednesday; others
tinue to be the same story for the
K. P. Dalton, president of the Fulton Base- maica, the national
Vietnamese, the North Koreans taking
carrier,
part included Nell Owen, representing the ball
generations to come.
which I flew from Chicago
Association,
and the Red Chinese, if they could seniors, Agatha
to
Gale the juniors, and Sara Butt, star first basema announces that Ned Waldrop, Montego Bay. Its jets fly nonn of the Railroaders, has signed stop to Nassau, with
Regardless of who's running be polled as Americans can be, the sophomores.
lunch and
a fun fashion show en
his contract to play with the local team again
a community, there will always be would vote overwhelmingly to
route,
this before
heading on to Kingston,
season.
a little friction. No government outlaw war completely and for all
the capital, and then this
The confectionery and news stand operated
glithas yet been devised that can times, just as we or the British by Morris Chowni
tering resort communit
y.
ng on Fourth Street was deWendell Norman, 17-year-old son of Mrs. H.
make everyone happy and still would do, and as we believe the stroyed by
•
•
•
fire Friday night.
C. Hooker, this week was chosen by the
Russian people would surely do.
govern.
local Safety belts save lives and
Rotary Club to attend the World Affairs Institu
prevent injuries. The
The following officers have been elected by
But any people will fully supOne can muse over the fact
at Cincinnati, Ohio, on March 30 and 31, and te are clear. Please followstatistics
the exwas perts' advice and
that even in the Twelve Apostles, port war, and will willingly die Fulton Commandery 34, Knights Templar: C. A. also winner of
buckle up for
the Elks National Foundation safety!
for their countries, when they be- Stephens, Corn.; R. A. Stilley, Gen.; J. A. Har- Scholar
there was one who did not agree.
ship Award for the Fulton Lodge.
• ••
ieve or are made to believe their pole, C. G.; H. J. Potter, S. W.; A. W. Morris, J:
In an effort to do a better job national existen
W.;
D.
Fred Worth, Prel.; H. M. Khourie, Treas.;
ce and their very
EAGER BEAVER: To preThe concrete base for
in running the day-by-day affairs lives are threatened.
vent crashes the
auto makers
Thus did the G. C. Hall, Rec.; K. Homra, St. B.; J. J. Hill, Sw: Radio Station WFUL has the antenna of Fulton should
been
install a fool injection
poured
,
but
furthB.;
Americ
H.
H.
ans,
Perce,
after
Ward.;
Pearl
ifelled tine sf Kentucky's "Beet Aft
Harbor
G.
E.
.
Alvers
on,
Sent.
system
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er construction has been considerably delayed
the new cars.
keerretwr
INamidy Papers.
by
Yet the Japanese supported their
— Wilfred Beaver.
the weather.
side
An
in
World
estimat
War II as determileesesd-clam postage paid at
ed $35,000 was paid out in Fulton
•• •
Pullen, Ky.
inedly as we ours, because most of last week for chickens, eggs and butterfat. The
PROSE BOWL: A self-cenThe many friends of Major Paul Durbin of tered
U1----airit—res I (subscriptions, champ
them had been convinced their Fulton markets reflect prosperity.
—Is—a
likes to give himaddress. Perms MTh to Peet Office
the
U.
S. Army, who has been in Korea for the self a individual
Box NE
pat on the back now
country and their lives were
Felten, Kentucky 42011
and
past
several
again,
months
,
were
glad
and
to
see
again and again....
him today Was
The annual "Community Store" of the Wofluirmiptien mow $3.11111 per year In Pullen. threatened.
upon
Fahrenhei
his
arrival
t
here for a three day visit. He is an
ever awarded
fillekman, Graves Counties, Ky., and
man's club will be held in the old Fry Shoe
Mho
honorary degree?
Store visiting his aunt, Mrs. W. H. Purcell of 415
and Weakley Counties, Teem.
So, if nearly everybody fears buildin
Ilawarhere
Jackg
at
216
Main
Street
•
• •
all next week. Funds son Street.
Illwesnphert the United Pates KM per
and hates War, how is it to be
year.
derived from this and other affairs go into
lteeshreirry SuIseerillsers must—alair4Ci
What's the most common
abolish
ed?
If
there
the
is
one
really
Ten.
hazard
under a homecentral, over-riding goal Jf morali- Club building fund.
James T. Lowe of the United States Naval owners co‘ered
insurance policy? Well,
Eteleesser el/ stetieus wenldy
ke Pubis
ty,
conscie
nce, and civilization, it
says the Allstate Safety
Reserv
Mrs.
e,
son
of
Edith
Lowe,
has
Ihe flad ef wields was
received a it's fire.
Crusade,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wade of Crutchfield
In 11101.
is this.
had citation for excellent service in the line of
Common causes of fire
his include smoking
all of their children home Sunday: one boy
lielhaelead INfty Thursdays ef The
while
Year el
in
bed or
works profession while serving with a Marine medica on a sofa,
Cessunerelel Ave. Fulton. Ky. 411141
in Mississippi, the other in Union City,
—Paducah Sun Democrat
l
oserloaded wiring.
and their company during operations in Korea from
children
Sept. cooking playing with snatches,
daughter lives in Fulton.
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Otherwise, tho

SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST

Betty Pruitt Engaged Local Educational Association "Oklahoma" T
To Thomas W. Arnn Endorses New Cabinet Post Be Staged By
A nationwide drive by the
National Education Association
aimed at establishing a federa
l
cabinet-level post for education was endorsed today by the
Fulton City Education Association.
"We at the local level are
particularly aware that schools
need more attention from the
fe:Icral government," said Billy
Milner.

"The NEA proposal to consolidate the many fragmented
federal education programs under a separate cabinet for education
would
provide both
President Nixon and Congress
a better understanding of local
school
district
problems,"
Billy Milner stated. "What's

more, it would help provide
additional federal funds
for
education."
The NEA has called for a "Oklahoma," Rodgers and
massive "letter writing" cam- Hammerstein's immortal
paign by teachers urging Presi- Broadway musical, will be predent Nixon to immediately es- sented April 14 at Union City
tablish a Cabinet Department High School, and on April 16
of Education. The campaign will and 17 at Fulton City High.
The Fulton Band
Parents
climax during the period March
association is sponsoring the
29 to April 6.
Two former Secretaries of play, proceeds of which will be
the Department of Health, Ed- used to furnish new uniforms
for the band. Band director John
ucation, and Welfare,
John
Gardner and Sen. Abraham M. Sublette is also directing
the
play.
Ribicoff of Connecticut, have
Laurey and Curly, the two
supported the concept of
a
separate cabinet position for romantic leads, will be played
education. HEW has been de- by Jan Jinkins and Ronny
respectively. Miss
scribed as an "unmanageable Goforth,
empire" with more than 107,- Jinitins teaches music in Martin city schools, and Goforth
000 employees.
is a voice major at the University of Tennessee at Martin.
Ticket prices and curtain
times will be announced later.

Band Parents

Faulkner-Scott Vows
Will Be Said In June Mrs. McAlister
Honored At
Wingo Dinner

PRETTY TRIO: Selected as the most
beautiful from a roster of 35 contest
ants competing Tuesday night for the title "Miss South
Fulton" werethe above three.(From
left): Lisa Anne Watts,
second runner-up, Princess Jackie
Hollie, and Rose Batts, first runner
-up. (Story on page one).

A dinner honoring Mrs.
Donnie McAlister was held
March
20, at the home of her motherin-law, Mrs. Sara McAlister
near Wing°, Kentucky.
Those attending in additionto
the honoree and hostess were:
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McAlister
of Mayfield, Sherry McAlister
and Lydia B. Thompson of Wingo, Mrs. Pauline Kindred, Mr.
Don Carmichael, noted
watand
Mrs. Edward Griffin, ercolor artist from Union
UniTeresa and Tony of Union City, versity in Jackso
n, Tennessee,
and Mrs. Glenn Underwood of has donated an
original paintWater Valley.
ing to the Fulton-South FulThose visiting in the after- ton Art Guild. Chance
s will
noon were:
Mr. and
Mrs. be sold on the painting to raise
Laverne Owensby of Ruthville funds for the Art
Guild room
Community, Jim McAlister and at the Library.
Ted Adams of Toodlettsville,
The painting, first displayed
Tennessee.
at Carr gym Friday, March 26
Mrs. McAlister will be leav- during the perfor
mance
of
ing for Germany in April to join "Androcles and the
Lion," is
her husband who is stationed now on display
at downtown
at Bomberg, Germany with the stores. The drawin
g will be
U. S. Army.
held during the Art Guild's
Mrs. McAlister is the former spring show, at a
date to be
Debbie Davidson of Toddietts- determined later.
vine, Tennessee.
"The Art Guild is very grateful to Mr. Carmichael for his
liberal gift," Mrs.
Hendon
Wright stated.

Painting Sale
Will Help Art
Guild Funds

BETTY PRUITT AND FIANCE,
THOMAS ARNN
A June
wedding is
being
planned by Miss Betty
Carol
Pruitt
and Thomas
Wayne
Arnn, students at the Univer
sity of
Tennessee
Medical
Units at Memphis. The
couple's engagement is
announced
by the bride-elect's
mother,
Mrs. William Franklin
Pruitt
of 221 west Paduca
h Street,
South Fulton. The brideg
roomto-be is the son of
Mr. and
Mrs. James D. Arnn of
Dolly

(Photo by Murphy Fair
degree in nursing in 1972 from
the UT Medical Units Colleg
e
of Nursing.
Mr. Arnn is the grandson of
Mrs. EMe B. Finch of Dresden
and the late William Franklin
Overby and of the late Mr.
and
Mrs. George W. arra' of Dresden.
He graduated from Milan High
School as salutatorian of his
class. He attended the Univer
sity of Tennessee at Martin
Ofitara.,.,and irt.Iee he
' OreI RffitSc tette e
"
WV
II.Philirria dr from the
llilli
Wedical Units College of
Pharmacy. A member of Rho
Chi, honorary fraternity,
and
Kappa
Psi,
pharmaceutical
fraternity, Mr. Arnn has received
the National
Health
Foundation Scholarship
the
past three years.
Completed plans for the ceremony, to be solemnized
June
12th at 7:30 o'clock in the
evening, will be announced later.

T'aiiiliwifiStoemistons44,

late williarrafratil
frMtt,
is the grandipillheFWr
ii.
Cayce Harrison Pounds of
South
Fulton and the late
Mr. Pounds
of Dukedom and of the late
Mr.
and Mrs. John Franklin
Pruitt of
Rutherford.
'
An honor graduate of South
Fulton High School, she attended the University of Tennessee
at Martin for two years. She will
receive a Bachelor of Scienc
e

"Androcles,,
Plays To Big
Audience Here

ta

Counselors Elect
Agnes Sublette

Mrs.King Gets
MSU Nursing
Scholarship

Miss
Agnes Sublette, Fulton County High School guidance counselor, has been elected Secretary of the West Kentucky
Personnel and GuidMrs. James E. King
has
ance Association for a one- received word that, based on
year term.
evidence of academic and creaMiss Sublette was elected tive promise, appearance babe
during the association's spring able to maintain a good standmeeting Friday, March 19 at ing in the nursing program,
Paducah Community College. and financial need as a married
Its members represent elemen- student, she is to receive- -a
tary and secondary schools and $1150
nursing
acholarshin
colleges in 23 Western Ken- award toward the spring semestucky counties.
ter of 1971 at Murray State
University. Her standing for
the fall semester of 1970 was
OPERA COMING
3.2 out of a possible 4.0.
The National Opera ComBoth Mrs. King, the former
pany, a troupe of twelve proRoma Kay Foster, daughter of
fessional artists, will appear at
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Foster, and
the University of Tenneg3ee
at her husband, James E. King,
Martin in the Performing Arts son of
Mrs. Lenora King, of
Theatre of the Fine Ants Build- Crutchfield,
are enrolled as
ing April 5.
juniors at Murray State VWvarsity.
,

An attendance which "exceeded our greatest expectations," according to Mrs. Hendon Wright, Sr., of the Fulton South Fulton Art Guild, saw
the Louisville Children's TheaMISS JUDY KAY FAULKNER
tre performance of ,'Androcles
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Faulkand the Lion" Friday, March
an employe of Satan!
ner of the Harris commun
& Sa- 26 at Carr gym.
ity
lent Inc., Union City.
announce
the engagement
of
Students from Hickman Countheir daughter, Judy Kay,
He is
the grandson of Mr.
to
ty, Obion County, and Fulton
and Mrs. W.L. Scott of
John Warner
Scott, son
Union County schools were presen
of
t.
Mr. and Mrs. Warner Howard City and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Homra of the Art
Mrs. John Henry Cook.
Scott
of
907 South
Ury
Guild said attendance
may
The couple
Street, Union City.
will
exchange have been over 400.
A graduate
of South Fulton their vows June 6 at 2:30
Membe
rs
of
the
Childr
en's
High School, Miss
Faulkner o'clock in the afternoon in the Theatre troupe
were enthusiasnow is employed at
Brown Harris
Methodist church. A tic in their
praise of the audiShoe Company, Union City.
reception will follow
in the ence, and also of the facilit
She Is the granddaughter of home of the bride's
ies
parents. which were provided for their
Jim Faulkner of Harris andthe
No formal invitations
will be performance.
late Mrs. Faulkner and of the sent, but all friends
and rela"We're hoping to make this
late Mr. and Mrs. J T. Frazier. tives of the familie
s are con,
visit (of the Children's Theatre)
Mr. Scott graduated
from dially invited to attend
the
Union City High School and is wedding and the
an annual event here in Fulton,"
reception.
Mrs. Wright said. "The at- Elaine Stice (center), Calver
t City, is the winner of the Mounta
in Laurel Queen competition
tendance proves that the youth
at Murray State University and will
represent the school at the
of Fulton are interested in culstate-wide rsageant in May.
Daught
er of King Stir*, she is a sophomore
tural advantages."
ma joring in physical educat
ion and recreation.
Mrs. Homra and Mrs. Andrew She has participated in the
International Banana Festival
Princess Pageant. Darla
Nelson thanked the press, radio
Owen
(left), a sophomore English major
from Water Valley, is first
stations, and committees who
runner-up. Second runner
-up is
worked to publicize the event. Dabble Edmonds, a Murray sophomore majoring
in biology.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
MURRAY, Ky.,
cadenc
e
of
the
percuss
ion
"If in doubt, try out!"
secORGANIZE YOUR SEWING flat instea
d of being hung up for
tion of the band or a record
EQUIPMENT -- Have all your dry ing.-ed
That was the advice offered by
Dean Roper, Mayfield,
selecti
on
of
their
sewing equipment
own
choice.
Roger Reichmuth, marching
together. Ky. 42066 Phone:
247-2334
Reichm
uth
If you are using a book shelf,
added
that
* * * is •
majorband director of Murray State
cover boxes and label or buy
Sewing can be fun--even for University, as he announced that ettes, who receive the same
the clear plastic boxes with the men and
scholar
ship
assista
nce
as
band
boys. There are majorette auditions for the 100colored lids. Coordinate your lots of patter
ns to choose from, plus - member Marching members, will have the opporcolor scheme with the bed room, so try
tunity to do some solo routine
a jacket, shirt, vest, Thoorughbred
s
Band will be held
den or laundry room, in which poncho or
during band performances.
.
pants. Before you May
8.
you are organizing the center start this
Dear Ann Landers.
project, you will need
Dar Woman My opinion is
Band camp at Murray State is
Last
This morning we received a This surbery remov
with a bright paint or wall- to know what
Majorette hopefuls are schedes the top
size pattern to buy.
scheduled to begin Aug. 25, the May my husband asked me if of no consequence. The only note saying the rent
paper. Partition drawers or To find
would be layer of skin and with it
he could wear one of my house- thing that matters is what
the pattern size, take uled to meet at 1 p. m. in the week prior
the
you raised $40 a month. What should blemishes, pitting
to fall registration
boxes with small card boxes, the following measu
and scars,
dresses while painting the kit- think, and apparently you think
rements and recital hall of the Price Doyle at the
we do?---Sad Trio
university. Drum major
Planin
plastic boxes or those on the compare them
g
is
not dangerous when
chen. He said it would be more it is just fine. If you and
with the size Fine Arts Building on the cam- auditio
your
done by a competent dermat
ns will be held during the comfor
market which lock together. chart in the
table. I said, "O.K." He husband enjoy "playing
olopattern catalog. pus. Reichmuth said girls
girl
Dear Trio: Write him a note gist. In incompetent
who camp.
Two important necessities are A. Height
hands, howdid
look awfully cute and I friends," it's nobody's busiwhen standing., B. have a schedu
saying YOU are not
le conflict on that
April ever, it can be a mess. -But
a comfortable chair to use at the Neck, around the
Anyone
needin
told
g
further
him
so. Ever since that ness. Just make sure the doors Fooling—th
inforneck plus date should contac
at if he is serious this is true of any
t him to make mation about
machine and good lighting, 1/2 inch for
surgery,The
neckband size.,
majorette audi- time he has been wearing my are locked and the shades down. about
the raise you'll be glad price varies, depend
other arrangements.
either 1-40 -watt flourescent C. Chest, around
tions may contact Roger
ing on the
dresse
s
and
And
say
the fullest
wigs
hello
and
to
makeu
Linda.
p
Reichto
discus
s
the
matter
doctor
with
his
tube or a 150 watt bulb. A part of the chest.
.
Tryout
A
top-no
s
for
majorettes in the muth, Box 1070,
tch dermatolo*
, D. Waist,
University Sta- when we are alone. He has askwife—in detail.
gist
in
floor lamp could be used and around the natura
Washin
past
gton
at
Murray
ed
who
me to call him Linda when
State have been tion, IV-Tray, Ky.,
serves
Dear Ann Landers. I'm a
l waistline.,
42071.
as one of my principal
hopefully it will have a re- E. Hip (seat), around
we "play girl friends," as he secretary who shares
conthe fullest held during the fall, but Reicha lovely
Dear Ann Landers: I'm a sultants charges
flector bowl to prevent
$600.
calls
the part of the seat area..
muth
it.
The
apartm
said
opent with two airline boy 16 and misera
the new procedure
F.
ble. I have eration can be performed
light shining directly into your Sleeve length
stewardesses. Last night the
traiii
, from the center "will enable the majorettes to
terrible acne. For two weeks doctor's office
eyes. An organized sewing cen- back of neckbase
but It is- wet
I can truthfully say I don't lights went out suddenly.
along the work together during the
We I've been going to a derma- '
sum,Amble to have it done.
ter will encourage sewing and shoulder to the
"nind.
The only
thing that knew it was a fuse because
bent elbow and mer to become a
LA.
two tologist but the acne is no bet- hospital.
stylized unit."
make it much easier for you. down to the wrist.--C
bother
me
s
is
that
pretis
he
of us were ironing, the electic ter.
atherine
The News takes pleasure
• --Emphasizing that the tryouts
My dad is sick of paying
in tier than I am. If we went
Don't forget the ironing board C. Thompson, Hickm
Remem
ber
this
coffee
procedure M
pot was on, and when I bills and
an, Ky. are
I am sick of looking NOT for active
open to any high school sen- wishing "Happy Birthday" to out in public together he
and iron and perhaps a folding 42050 Phone: 236-23
would
acne.
plugge
in
d
51
In,
the
mixer to make at myself.
the following friends: April
_YORE
ior girl or Murray State coed, he
2, get more whistles. Yesterday cookie
screen could hide the center
case,
•• *
perhaps your
s the whole place went
dOc$6si:
Stevie Stow; April 3, Sue Ann
The other day some kid men- should try some
when not in use and it, too, can
said:
I
read an article on sex dark.
type oi
tioned "sandpaper surgery." diation—ultr
Frozen broccoli is reaching
be covered with same bright
"We expect to have a twirlin RonowaY, Edna Wright; April deviation. It said men
a-violet or ez_ryik..
who
I went down and told
-.
g 5, Linda Nanney, Polly
the Can you tell me what it Is? Will
paint or wallpaper and could the favorite lists for ttie con- line of eight
Long; enjoy dressing up in women's landlord. He
majorettes who April 6, Floyd
very nicely said it help me? Is
sumer
it expensive?
Martin, Randy clothes are transvestites.
. Last year frozen peas,
have peg board on inside.-I he'd put in a new fuse if I Is
look good as an ensemble and Hender
it dangerous"' Please, Ann,
son; April 7, Mrs. Bay do not consider my
Juanita Amcnett, Paducah, Ky. green beans, and corn headed
"The Bride's Guide,"-husband would accompany him to the
who can perform as a precisi
Argi
check this out with your ex- Landers'
the "moat wanted"
on Bonduzurit, Mark Travis, Emily abnormal. He is very manly baseme
42001 Phone: 442-2718
list-booklet,
nt
and
hold
111118WOri
the
unit
flashby the time school begins Walker.
perts and let me know.-- some of the
but broccoli was next. Broccoli
* • • ••
in every way. He just happens light. To make
most frequent),
a long story Barney From Boise
asked questions about
Stretch-fabric garments re- is a flavorful vegetable and next fall."
to enjoy playing this little game. short, he made
a pass at me
weddingli...
He said auditions will consist
sume their shape and resiliency a good source of vitamins A
• To receive your copy
Rump of veal is easy to carve Is there anything wrong with in the stairwell and I belted
Cif"Mit,
Dear Barn: Sandpaper sur- comprehensiv
best after laundering in &dryer and C. -- Patricia Curt:singer, of Individual routines lasting When
it? I'd like your opinion.— him in the
e
guide,
it is boned, rolled and tied
chops.
write io.
I cannot get gery (or abrasive
planing) Ann Landers, in care
set at the proper temperature. Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025 from three to six minutes with before
Happy Woman Who Loves Her over the nerve
roastin
of
him—w
g
or cooking some
ith will not help a person who has
Otherwise, they should be laid Piione: 527-8801
newspaper, enclosing of_Yegit
Husband
candidates performing to the other
his lovely wife sitting upstairs active acne.
ii.--204V
way.
it is useful only self-addressed,
in the living room!
stamped envelafter the acne has been cured. ope and 351
in coin.

Majorette Auditions
Scheduled At MSU

401a .tancleia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

• ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

Evelyn Dixon Resigns
As Festival Secretary

P-4 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, April 1,1971

Vocational Course Al Newbem
Draws Largest Enrollment Ever

had
Mrs. uenevia Foster
neighbors and friends in her
home last Tuesday afternoon for
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Burnette reported that no
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importance of
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for the minimum standards for wiring.
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school in 1965. Student interest basic electricity,
were disArkansas, and visited
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and participation was excellent and commercial wiring, motor
circuits, wire tables, methods
Mrs. Lupie
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a
be
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to
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The meeting was
Tom's health is not good but
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We sure enjoyed seeing them
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John R. Ferguson and Billy
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pointed
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spector, Department
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nally do not care to cross it
a.m. to 4:00 performer for this program.
but it is such a long way around, Street from 10:00
the new "unleaded gas" pump at a nearby
Burnette reported the app.m. Saturday to sell tickets.
we always cross on the ferry.
Burnette called for dis- pointment of Tommy Perry,
congratulating myself on such a
station,
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Reelfoot Lake coming back.
trip.
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versity School of Law for two Claud McNeil Thursday.
daughter, Kelly Lynn, age 15 1970 session aimed at limiting years at San Antonio, Texas.
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some the other evening and he came
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The Symphonic Band of Rich
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Pete Winstead Saturday evendrum major for the Air Force
ashamed to tell it."
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mer Betty Gayle Wilson, are Moody, Elder Danny Parker, III., will present a clinic-con- during his years of military
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George C.Cloys

M.E.(Red)Garrison

Mrs.Bessie Campbell Mrs. Genie Turner Flays E.Fuller
former

Mrs. Genie Turner,
Floys E. Fuller, 76-yearMrs. Bessie Johnson Campresident of Dukedom, died at old retired farmer
of the
bell, 84, died Thursday, March
25,
4.40 p.m. Thursday, March
Lynnville Community, died at
at Smith
meeting
25 in the Fulton Hospital.
Gospel
Mayin
Home
Tucker's Rest
his home, Sedalia, Route 3, at
Born July 9, 1886, in Fulton at
Street Church of Christ April
after an extended illness. 9.30 p.m. Sunday, March 28,
Kenneth
Brother
County, she was the daughter field
7-9,
with
Mrs. Turner, widow of Wal- following an extended illness.
of the late George W. and FanHoover of Benton, Ky., former
had resided at
Turner,
ter
Born
in
Graves
County,
Kennie Mangrum Johnson. Her husminister of the Smith Street
Palmersville over 50 years. tucky, May 18, 1894, he was
band, A. G. Campbell, preceded
Christ as the guest
to Mayfield rest the son of the late Miles 0. Church of
going
Prior
to
her in death in 1954.
speaker. Services each evenshe had resided with her and Dora Bowlin Fuller.
A lifelong resident of Cayce, home
Brother Moulton
at
7
p.m.
ing
Huel Wright of DukeSurvivors include his wife, Gambill will direct the conMrs. Campbell was a member foster son,
dom.
Mrs.
a
son,
Fuller,
Genorah
of the Cayce Methodist Church
gregational singing. Thursday
Funeral services were Sun- Sylvester Fuller,Sedalia, Route
and the Women's Society of
night, April 8 is designated as
p.m. at Jackson Fun- 2 and a daughter, Mrs, W. L.
at
2
day
of
Christian Service.
with James McBee of Mayfield. Three youth night. All the youth
Chapel
Survivors include three sons: eral
the community are invited to
Shockley officiating. Burial was grandchildren and two greatJoe Campbell of Cayce, Billy
attend.
Fairview Cemetery.
grandchildren also survive.
Campbell of Paducah, and in
Mrs. Turner was a member
Services were held at 2
ENVIRONMENT
Howard Campbell of HenderChrist.
Hill Church of
p.m. Tuesday, March 30, at
The Kentucky Chamber of
son; three brothers: Ben John- of Zion
she
son,
foster
her
Besides
Jackson Funeral Home Chapel Commerce announced that on
Johnson, and
son, Hubert
survived by two grandsons, at Dukedom, with Brother Jerry April 7. the second day of the
Oral Johnson, all of Los is
Wright; a bro- Fitch officiating. Interment was Annual Congress of Kentucky
Larry
and
Bill
Angeles; and seven grandther, Sam Brooks, and a sister, in Rhodes Cemetery, near Business and also the second
children.
Brown McPherson, both Lynnville.
day cf the Silver Anniveriury
Services were held Saturday, Mrs.
County, and several
Meeting of the Kentucky ChamMarch 27 at 2 p.m. in Cayce of Graves
nephews.
and
nieces
Methodist Church, with the Rev.
ber, a full-fledged seminar on
first
the
Amelia
Earhart
was
John R. Britt officiating. Inenviromental problems will be
Hornbeak Funeral Home was woman to receive the Dis- cinducted id Stouffer's Louisterment was in Ebenezer CemeFlying
CTOSS.
tinguished
in
charge
of
arrangements.
tery.
Inn.

George C. Cloys, prominent
M. E. (Red) Garrison, 64,
church and civic leader who former Fulton County sheriff,
for 10 years served as city died Saturday, March 27, at
attorney for Union City, died his home in Hickman. He was
at his Jordan highway home a former Fulton resident.
about 5 a.m. Wednesday, March
Services were held at 3 p.m.
N.He was 58.
Monday, March 29, at Chaney
Mr. Cloys, who had enjoyed Funeral Home.
apparent good health since sufSurvivors include his wife,
hiring a heart attack
nine Mrs. Josephine Garrison two
years ago, had remained up sons, Joe Ed Garrison
and
late with his family Tuesday Tommy Garrison, both of Hicknight,
man; two daughters, Mrs. Ruth
Services
were
conducted Ann Cagle and Mrs. Carrolene
Thursday morning
at 11 at Riley, both of Hickman; a broSt. James Episcopal Church ther, T. H. Garrison of Hickwith the Rev. Barclay Wilson man; and two sisters, Mrs.
officiating. Burial was in East Moena Bone of Union City, Tennessee, and Mrs. Mozelle WigView Cemetery.
The family requested that gam of Fort Pierce, Florida.
memorials be made in the
Pallbearers were Billy T.
form of donations to St. James Garrison, Bobby Lee Garrison,
Church.
Harold Garrison, Dalton Bone,
A prominent attorney, Mr. Adrian Bone and Charles WigCloys served two terms in the gam.
House of the State Legislature
and was past president of the
Jaycees and the Rotary Club.
Services for Mrs. Virginia
For years he had served in
the various offices of St.James Hastings Campbell, wife of
Church and had been an active Chester Campbell of Water ValLay Reader and a member of ley, were held at 2 p.m. Monday, March 29, at the Hornthe choir,
Mr. Cloys served as chair- beak Funeral Home Chapel, with
man of the Obion County Elec- Rev. Fred Jones officiating.
tion Commission for a number Interment was in Walnut Grove
of years, resigning from this cemetery.
Pallbearers
were: Guy
position in October.
He was born May 11, 1912, Payne, Jim Satterfield, Jonah
in Union City, son of the late Bennett, Carmi Page, Dick
Clarence and Ella Gale Long Childers and Ewing Wilson.
Mrs. Campbell died at 4:15
Cloys. He was educated in the
Union City school system and a.m. Saturday, March 27, at
Fulton Hospital following an
the
was graduated in 1933 from
Vanderbilt University where he extended illness.
Born April 1, 1913 in Obion
was a member of the Alpha
Tennessee, she was
Tau Omega social fraternity. County,
daughter of the late Lizzie
the
Returning home he
went
Elmore
and Thomas Sidney
into the grocery business with
his father, where Counce Gro- Hastings.
She was a member of the
cery is now.
Church
He later returned to school Water Valley Baptist
and
the Water Valley OES.
and was graduated from the
her
husSurvivors
include
Nashville Law School in 1939.
While attending school, he be- band; a step-son, Wayne Campcame director of the Unem- bell of Lincoln Park, Mich.;
Hestployment Compensation Divis- a brother, Thomas Hall
Ypsilanti, Mich., and
ion of the State Department ings of
Mrs.
Mary
Elizabeth
a
sister,
of Labor,
Florida.
He and his wife, the former Hack of Orlando,
Miss Sarah Hamilton of Nashville whom he married in 1935,
moved back to Union City about
Mrs. Jewel Sparks Williams,
1940 and a year later Mr. wibi of Reginald Williams,
Cloys entered the army and Wingo, -Route 2, cited at 3:30
served as an anti-aircraft cap- p. in. Thursday, Marcia 25, at
tain in Panama. He was dis- the Community
Hospital in
charged in 1945 and returned Mayfield
after a short illness.
to Union City to practice law. She
sue 70.
Mr. Cloys served as the
The daughter of the late Leo
West Tennessee campaign manand Anna Carr Sparks, she
ager for Albert Gore when Mr.
Gore made his first race for was born October 20, 1900, in
Graves County.
the Senate.
Besides her husband, she
He was a permanent member
leaves
a son, Glynn Williams,of the Judicial Conference, ap2,4.gxlasidehild and
pointed from the Sixth -Dts- Wing°,
trict Court of Appeals, had sevenf nieces and nephews.
She was a member of Pilot
served as vice-president of the
Tennessee Bar Association and Oak Church of Christ, where
was a member of the Board funeral services were held Satstate urday, March 27, at 0 p. m.
of Governors of the
with Brother James Shockley
group for six years.
Aside from his wife, Mr. and Brother William Hardison
Cloys is survived by two daugh- officiating. Interment by Jackters, Miss Theresa Gale Cloys, son Funeral Home of Dukedom
a senior at Dillon City High was in the Cuba cemetery.
School, and Mrs. W. B, Dunlap, Jr. of Memphis and a sister, Mrs. William Garland
Morehead of Munster, Ind.
Mrs. Tennie Jamison, widow
Thomas of J. L. Jamison and former
Pallbearers were
Cowden, Bedford Dunavant, resident of Fulton, died MonJames L. Rippy, Sr., Edmund day, March 29, at the Milan
S. Critchlow, James Carl Ham- Hospital in Milan, Tenn. She
Critchlow, Al was 91 years old. Her husband
mond, David
Strayhorn, Paul Cloys and preceded her in death in 1955.
Aaron Prather.
Survivors include two sons,
Honorary pallbearers were H. L. Jamison and Lo Jamison
Fenner Heathcock, Dr. Dan of Fulton and a daughter, Mrs.
Gary, Milton Alexander, Jack Nona Evans of Paducah, and
Strub, Judge T. W. Jones, a brother, Russell Crocker,
Claude Anderson, Jack Bur- McKenzie, Tennessee.
Dr. J.
chard, John Green,
Three granddaughters, one
Kelley Avery, Dr. Byron Gar- grandson, three great grandner, Mayor Charles Adams, children and one great-great
City Manager David Frizzell, grandchild also survive.
Phillip White, Kalu Nchege,
Services were at 2 p.m.
Dick Maxey. Wednesday, March 31, at Mt.
Dan Smith and
Pisgah Baptist Church in Gibson County where she had been
a member for 75 years.
Herbert Earl Hefley of Woodland Mills, accountant and veteran of World War I, died SatMrs. Lena Mae Myatt, 65,
urday afternoon, March 27, in
Baptist Memorial Hospital in Clinton, Route 4, died Monday,
Memphis. He was 75.
March 22, at 5 p.m. at the
Services were scheduled for Clinton-Hickman County Hos4 p.m. Monday, March 29, pital.
She is survived by three sons,
in the White-Ranson Funeral
Home Memorial Chapel. The James Myatt of Fulton, Route 1,
Rev. Garry Hardin, pastor of Paul Myatt and Harold Myatt,
Baptist both of Clinton, Route 4; four
the Woodland Mills
Church officiated with burial daughters, Mrs.Gladys Allcock
Mon County of Plymouth, Mich., Mrs. Jane
following in
Cooper of Union City, Tenn.,
Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were Dick Park, Mrs'. Vella Gilliland of JackJohn Hudson, Wilson McCollum, sonville, Fla., Mrs. Janet MorTom Leans, Ray Terrell and gan of Sharon, Tenn.; one
brother, Eugene Bragg of MemOden FoWler.
Born September 15, 1895 in phis, Tenn., 16 grcndchildren
Obion County, Mr. Halley was and four great-grandchildren.
Funeral services for Mrs.
the son of the late John A,
Hefley, a former Obion County Myatt were held Thursday at
Judge, and the late Mrs. Lou 2 p.m. at the Moscow Baptist
Odom Relay. He was a mem- Church with the Rev. Charles
ber of thsi American Legion and Wiley and the Rev. Tommy
United Methodist Grubbs officiating.
the First
Burial was in the Oakwood
Church. He and his wife, Mrs.
Pauline Rives Hefley, were Cemetery.
married in 1920.
Besides his wife, he leaves
a son, Bill Hefley of Fulton,
Mrs. Lnrine Harris, en, widow
and four grandsons. A grandHharr,Martin Route 3,
daughter, Laura Hefley, died Of Joe
died Tuesday. March 23, at
February 1, 1969.
Voltmteer General Hospital at
Martin.
Services were held at 2 p. m.,
Mrs. Emma Gunter Hall of
March 315,, at 1141Corme1 BapElbridge, Tennessee, died
hibminent in
Chunit,w
Tuesday, March 303, at the °blot tist
East Side CaMetery at Martin
County Hospital in Union City.
Rome of
Funeral
She was the mother of George Don httwPbY
of the rrGunter, who lives near Fulton Muth% had ober*
ranesments.
on Highway 30/.
&rvivers include two sons.
Funeral services were
Newat
Milburn Barris and Joe lihrris,
31,
March
Wednesday,
Jr., Martin, Route 3.
barn, Tennessee.

Hrs. Campbell

Church of Christ
Sets Gospel Meet
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"Sticker Day"
Is Planned By
Combs Backers

Bob Bauer, Coordinator of
Campus Activities for the
Combs-Carroll campaign, said
students would be working: in
,eV
major shopping areas and'
ask drivers if they may place
a bumper sticker on the CO."
Bauer said he expected sevstudents to
hundred
eral
participate in the program:He
said campus groups in 42 coinmunities will take part.

College Students for CombsCarroll will stage a "Bumper
Sticker Day" Saturday, April 3
in college communities across
the state.

Greenfield Monument Works
- In Operation 611 Years -

Large Display "
* Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons ^

*

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-1853

Greenfield
Phone 235-2293

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mrs. Williams

Mrs. Tennie Jamison

HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
St. Paul's Episcopal Moth in Hickman was founded in 1943

Cub Pack 48 and Explorer Poet 48. The worship services reflect

by the Rev. Nathaniel Newlin C,owgill, the pioneer Episcopal priest

the rich liturgical tradition of the Episcopal Church, as well as a

of Western Kentucky. The Rev. Mr. Cowgill, one-time Quaker, was

deep biblical commitment. The congregation warmly welcomes nE

ordained to the priesthood in Danville, Ky., and came west to found

who come to worship and to share the ministry of Jesus Christ to

not only St. Paul's, bue Trinity Church in Fulton and Grace Church

the community.

In Paducah.
St. Paul's presently occupies a building erected in 1900, it's

Schedule:

third home. In its 123rd year on ministering to the people of Rick-

Herbert Earl Hefley

man, St. Paul's offers a full schedule of worship services, end

be Myatt
Mrs.Liii-a

Hrs. Lorine Harris

(Gardner's Studio)

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

an active Women's Auxiliary, as well as the eponsorehip of

11:15 a. m.

Worship Service Each Sunday

Holy Communion every first Sunday.

REV. JAMES WILKINSON
Pastor

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hickznan-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Boner Electrkelly"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9060
Kentucky Ave. at Read

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-245S

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472.1471

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

472-1362

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Mrs. Emma S. Roll

Hombeak Funeral Home
3112 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

Turner's Pure Milk

Ce-

At the Store-or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.

4724311

Henry L Siegel Company, Inn.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co,
Mall422
Clinton, Ky.

03-2771

Historic Letters Of Halcyon Days At Cayce Worth Reading
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Cancer Drive
Dates Set By
Mrs. Haddad

ARBOR DAY SET
Gov. Louie B, Nunn has prothe
of
tobacco
frost
danger
(Ed's Note: In this issue, F.
claimed Friday April 21 as
R. Naylor, a former resident plants were transplanted Into
Arbor Day in Kentucky. In
it
where
was
in
area
rows
the
in
lives
now
who
Hickman
of
signing the proclamation, GovDallas, Texas, continues his to grow. Then began the process
ernor Nunn urged all citizens
reminiscences of life in Cay- of hoeing, worming, suckering,
to work toward improving the
the
until
that
continued
etc.,
Aeolph Rupp, state crusade attractiveness of the land, and
ce around the turn of the canstalk
American to inspire others to protect
chairman for the
His comments are taken from stalks had matured. The
ground,
the
cut
near
then
was
Mrs.
to
wrote
he
that
Society, announced and respect trees in cities and
Cancer
letters
J. W. Ammons of Cayce. The turned upside down to expose
today that the Junior Women's forests, and to recognize our
Club, headed by Mrs. Jack dependence on this renewable
first installment of this series the backs of the leaves to the
Haddad, will again carry out natural resource.
was carried in last week's sun and after it had wilted,
was hauled to the barn, placed
the Society's fund raising drive
News.)
on sticks in the upper portion
In April, in the city of Fulton. TUESDAY'S VOTEIn the fall of 1904 1 entered of the barn, with the leaves
The crusade this year will inHickman School, graduated down, where the curing was con(continued from page 1)
volve both business and housethere in June 1906, entered tinued by firing under it.
the
solicitations. In- that will result should
to-house
The danger was that In the
Ky. State College (Now Uniwill be South Fulton voters elect to
literature
formative
September,
firing process the barn someversity of Ky.) in
of governdistributed, and money reichange their form
1906 and finished there in 1911 times caught fire and all was
be:
ceived will be used for re4 ment. Among these would
with Civil Engineering degree. lost.
--Abolishment of the Insearch, education, and services
The next step, after it was
In 1906 I went to Lexington
Board,
Development
dustrial
to cancer patients.
with Frank Wall and roomed cured, was to watt until the
prospective
Mrs. Haddad is a graduate and creation of what
with him the following school leaves were slightly moist, take
industry considers a "weak"
St.
of
College
Of Webster
stugood
a
it
was
down,
Frank
strip the leaves from
Mayoryear.
Louis. She'is Secretary of St. and "obsolete" form of
dent, very bright and did well the stalk and tie them in bundles,
Altar Society, and Council form of government;
Edwards
South
the
in College. When I finished after which it was ready to be
of
—Abolishment
member of Tr -County Homeschool in 1911, (came to Louis- hauled to market.
and Jr. Womens Club. Fulton Planning Commission;
makers
Wheat was much easier to
iana and started work fora rail—Abolishment of the Public
The Haddads are parents of
teleroad. With the exception of grow. It was usually planted in
two children: Loretta 5, and Housing Authority and
time
of
a
as
periods
the
and
pasture
fall
used
application
short
rather
Christina 3. They reside at gation of any new
low-cost
spent on the construction of during the winter. When spring
150
present
for the
214 Circle Drive.
the Panama canal, service with arrived, pasturing was stopped
Coach Rupp stated that "it housing units to a low-priority
the Corps of Engineers on the and the wheat grew to maturity.
status at least five years behine
ininvolved
and
Is interested
upper Mississippi River and It was then cut by what we
dividuals and organizations the present one;
during
army
the
which
cut
called
binders,
the
In
service
—Voiding of a high-priority
such as this that will eventually
has wheat about six inches above
World War I, my time
a new $400,000
for
possible the cure for grant
make
level, tied it in
been spent in engineering work the ground
to be found." "With- sanitary sewer system;
cancer
on the T& P Railroad from which bundles and pitched it out on
—Abolishment of the presout their help, the American
emI retired in December, 1960. the ground to be placed in shocks
Cancer Society simply cannot ent positions of all city
Hickman
the
following
by
who
were
in
men
seldom
reappointment
I was
function." He asks that all ployees, and
or Kentucky during all those binder. It was then ready for
favoritism
persons interested in helping subject to political
years, after 1911, so failed to threshing.
in the crusade are to contact instead of qualifications;
I recall one year when the
keep in touch with my relatives
---The cancellation of all
Mrs. Haddad.
funds, now
there and know practically noth- wheat crop was very light and
April 12-17 has been set for grants for federal
easy,
transpired.
relatively
the
harvesting
already coining of what
Mercantile Company of Len and Dr.
the busaiess area's annual Can- applied for or
As I understand it, you are my father said that he would
A Cayce landmark in the early 1900's was this giant building, which housed the Naylor
cer Drive Week. The residen- mated.
interested in farm life near operate the binder alone and John Naylor. Harold Hampton, who provided the picture, believes it was taken around 1919. Hampton is the little boy standing
tial drive will be carried out
Cayce in the late 1890's and that I, with another negro boy
Dr.
store.
the
in
shop
barber
a
operated
who
Hampton,
the week of April 26-30 in
Open Every Night
beside the second post from the right. At his right is his father, Luther
early 1900's, the period during who worked on the farm, could
Fulton.
inside the store. In the foreground,
which I lived there. Farm life, do the shocking. We did it
Naylor is at right of the post, and at his left is Bob Roper, postmaster of the oostoffice
this
for
workers
and
Officers
in that particular period, was easily, having plenty of time leaning on a cane, is J. W.(Jim) Ammons, Sr. Ed Lusk is at left, leaning against the telephone pole. Hampton said the buildyear's drive are:
not too easy nor was it a strug- to chase young rabbits who
upstairs, a Masonic hall.
Chairman - Mrs.Jack Haddad
ing also housed Dr. Naylor's office and clink, a dry goods and grocery department; and
gle. Farmers didn't have too were usually found in wheat
Treasurer - Mrs. Kenneth
much, especially money, but fields at that time.
Crews
Then
came the threshing
they managed to make a comBusiness Chairman - Mrs.
& SAT.. APRIL 2-3
fortable living for their families period. Threshing outfits were
Mike Homra
and it was quite satisfying. operated by SA&GW Johnson,
Residential Chairman - Mrs.
Richard Burton
Crops grown in the area at Uncle Hiram Edmiston, Uncle
Ward Burnette and Mrs. Tom
at
Clint Eastwood
that time were altogether dif- Jack Oliver and others
Templeton
nary Uwe
ferent from the present. Most that time. They moved from
Publicity Chairman - Mrs.
and Fred defensive player; Mike Smith,
Ericksen
Steve
all
farm
wheat
until
to
farm
farmers cultivated wheat and
Johnny McConnell
named at Fulton best rebounder.
were
Large
"Where
Eagles Dare'
was
was
large
I
threshed.
with
tobacco,(the money crops),
An organizational meeting for
Seniors Moore, Campbell,
School's most valuable
corn and peas, used principally enough and was furnished a High
Borbe held in the
John
will
and
workers
Tharpe
Thomas
the
P-L
basket-U-S
and
football
players in
Fulton County's ambulance that the county sheriff will be Women's, Club Building, April
as feed for stock. Clover was wagon and team by , my father
senberger also received gold
with a thresher ball, respectively, at the
task force, which is studying in charge of administering the 19, at 7•30. The information
sown and grown for a supply and being
was
Mason
Coach
school's third annual all-sports basketballs.
service service.
of hay. Farmers who raised group was an event in my life. banquet in the Fulton High gym, presented a gift from the team ways that ambulance
and materials will be presented
locally,
financed
After the meeting with the
be
can
in Each outfit had a "cook wagon"
hogs, often planted peas
coach
at this meettheir
said
who
Moore,
by
29.
March
Monday night,
Tuesday county and state officials, Mac- to the volunteers
Clinton
to
crew.
the
These
traveled
feed
thresher
to
after
corn
between
the rows
Over 200 parents, fans, and was "the greatest thing that night, March 30 for a meeting Laren said, he met with Judge ing. A film will be shown In"laying by" the corn, then in cook wagons carried a wood students attended the dinner to has happened to us."
forming those present about
officials from Hickman Menses, Falkoff, and Chaney to
the fall turned the corn and fired cook stove, also supplies recognize members of the footthe procedures for collecting
Basketball letterman were with
Deby
Kentucky
proposed
idea,
an
the
sides
The
discuss
meals.
and
County
pea crop over to the hogs to for cooking all
and refreshments will be servbasketball, track, and Glyn Rice, Egbert Tharp, Fred partment of Health.
ball,
funds
the
provide
to
hinged
Falkoff,
were
cook
house
the
of
avoid gathering the corn.
ed following the meeting.
Large, Mike Smith, Charles
golf teams.
originally
force,
its
in
was
task
house
when
for
the
The
and
a
subsidy.
round
year
a
Tobacco was
Fulton High principal Bobby Whitnel, John Borsenberger, comprising 15 members, was
111.110MIM
MacLaren said the task force
crop, that is, from the time the proper place the sides were
Snider was master of cere- John Campbell, Hoyt Moore, reduced last week to nine mem- will not release details of the JACKIE HOLLIEtobacco seed were sown in the lowered to form tables where monies.
manand
Tharp;
of and Thomas
Superintendent
SUN.- WED.
(Cont. from page one)
they
stood and ate, the
bers to concentrate on studying Falkoff proposal until
plant bed until the crop was sold, the men
Schools, Charles Thomas spoke agers, Brent Ballow and Mike a way to provide a subsidy discuss it with Leon Chism, a of the Fair state meeting; she
usually consumed a full year. whites on one side and Ne- briefly to commend the young Hatfield.
APRIL 4 - 7
for a private contractor. Be- private ambulance contractor is Miss Gibson County RECC
When there was no further groes on the other.
Johnny Campbell, Chuck CurJudge J. C. from Blytheville, Arkansas. and the reigning Miss TenI, with my team and wagon, award-winners.
County
Steve Ericksen, and Hoyt sides
tis,
HudBill
was
speaker
For
Guest
ADULTS
of
Job
with
task
the
was usually given the
nessee RECC; she was named
MRS. MILLERas Menees, Fulton Mayor Nelson Chism, who met
star Moore were recognized
"flunky" and my duties con- son, a former pro football
Tripp, and Hickman city man- force in Hickman on March 23, Miss Congeniality in the naThis
time...
Club.
Bulldog
the
of
members
Chargers
(Cont. from page 1)
sisted of moving the cook wag- with the San Diego
ager Donald MacLaren, the has offered to give them an tional RECC pageant; she is
He told New members announced at the
thia4v
Julius estimate of the cost of Fulton captain of the cheerleaders at
includes
force
task
a on, hauling supplies, hauling and the Buffalo Bills.
ministrators. To receive
resits saw
his audience that success is banquet were Marvin Green, Falkoff and Donald Chaney, rep- County of establishing his am- South Fulton, and editor of the
license, an administrator must water to the threshing maprimary objective in life, James Myers, Bob Nanney, resenting
Hickman; James bulance service here.
annual.
school
pass an examination given by chines, etc. I was never hap- the
Whitnel.
harles
C
and
Tate,
but that it must always be Mike
of
and Fred Jolley, of
For winning the title
the Health Department. The li- pier than when working as
Mrs. Richard Cardwell, Warren
earned and is never won unFulton; and Mrs. John S. Bacon
"Miss South Fulton," Miss
cense is renewable every two flunky with Alner Campbell as
introsponsor,
cheerleaders
leaderstated
He
derservedly.
• LA'rHAM
and Ralph Adams of the county
Hollie was presented a beautiyears, but the applicant must cook. He was an excellent cook
ship and attitude as the qualit- duced the girls and presented at large.
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ment.
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family, and their friends, and tub while the filled one
Hoyt Moore, best and Kelly Edmison.
to draw West Tennessee and Home in Mayfield, Ky., last
society, it's no wonder they poured into a two-bushel bag. throw shooter;
Kentucky talent to the school. Thursday. Survivors include a
want to turn their face to the As a well filled tub was rather
heavy, the worker operating
Coach Carroll was introduced foster sae,Huel Wright of Dukewall."
by David Phelps, who had charge dom and two foster grandsons,
Mrs. Miller speaks warmly the turntable and emptying the
several nieces and nephews and
before
of the program.
of her staff, saying "I love tubs, would often move
In the business portion of the stepchildren. Interment was in
'em, they're just great. Our the tub was filled to capacity
meeting, the Board of Direc- Fairview Cemetery near Palturnover is very low. Many of and, as a result, the two bushel
tors of the club for the year mersville.
the nurses and aides have been bags often contained less than
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in
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foot- 1971-1972 was elected. The
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Wright reThe first annual Cayce Ele,
two bushels.
here for years."
The farmer paid the thresh- mentary athletic banquet drew ball and basketball, and athlete new board will consist of Bob turned from Lake Marys, Fla.
Mrs. Miller's family shares
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the
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The
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week. Having been called
last
athcounting
150
young
approximately
Bay, Bill Harrison, L. M. Mcher involvement with the nurs- ing outfit operator by
by the Hickman Bride, Robert Morgan, Gary home due to the illness of his
sponsored
ing home. She has four daugh- the number of bags filled, but letes, their parents and well- Chamber of
Commerce, is pre- Williamson and Hal Warren, foster mother, Mrs. Jeanie
ters; Meredith, 19; Allyson, 17; when he took it to market, wishers to the 'Elementary sented to the
boy judged out- ex officio.
Turner.
Sloan, 12; and, Paige, 16; and where the wheat was sold by School gym Friday night, March standing in
attitude, desire,
Mrs. Alma Wheeler returned
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one son, Scott, 9. • The two weight, he discovered that he 27.
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leadership
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After
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included Dennis Jones and Ed
worked had been swindled by
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guest scholarship.
those present
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McGlochlin of Pacific Grove, be with her daughter, Yvonne,
summers in Haws as aides, emptier. He didn't have as
Danny Pettigrew, who was
been speaker Steve Speed, former
California, and T. J, Easter- who is very
and "Scott is fascinated with many bushels as had
honored for best leadership in wood of Fulton.
)he new home," according to his computed by counting the bags. Fulton County High School bas- both
sports,
also
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named
YEARBOOK SEMINAR
now
Many loads of wheat were ketball coach, who Is
• mother.
best backfield player in foot- Dallas Barlow, Timmy BenA yearbook semtnar at JatThe Millers are building a hauled to Cayce where, SA&GW teaching and coaching at Lake
High in Tiptonville. ball and best defensive player nett, Dwight Cox, Tommy Cur- sun on Monday. M3rch 22 was
new Haws Nursing Home next Johnson and Naylor Mercantile County
tin, Barry Durham, Dennis Hill, rttended by South Fulton High
in basketball.
to the Holiday Inn and hope to Co. were agents for purchasers. Speed said that boys who want
Other football trophy win- Britt Holly, Edward Hussey, students Milke :Milner. Dale D.
open it in May. It will have 60 It was weighed on wagon scales, to be successful athletes must
ners were: Larry Powell, best Clifton Joy, Timmy Martin, T.-twnsend. Pau'.1 Hutchins. and
beds, compared to the present one set of scales at the west meet four requirements: they
defensive player; Terry Powell, Randy Moreland, Ricky Sadler, Dale Yates. Mrs. Ruth Blayhome's 36, and will have more side of Naylor Merc. Co. and must have enthusiasm, love
most val- and Bobby Ware. The trophy lock and Mrs. Judy Andrews
barber shop, the other about half way be- their sport, be willing to take best lineman and
services. A
uable player. Basketball trophy winners also received cer- attended %%Oh thorn.
chapel, large dining room and tween that point and the rail- the coach's criticism, and be
winners were: Robert Caldwell, tificates.
physical therapy room will be road depot. The wagons were willing to practice.
Mrs. Betty Easley, cheer- best free-throw shooter; Hoincluded. The present nursing then driven alongside freight
sponsor, presented mer Joy, best offensive player;
home will be closed once the cars and the wheat unloaded leader
McClanahan, best reinto those cars. When a car awards to the Cayce cheer- Don
new facility is completed.
was loaded it
was billed to leaders: Carla Moreland, Jill bounder and most valuable playO THANKSCRD
the purchaser, one of whom Adams, Dinah Sowell, Penny er.
I would like to express my was the Dancke Milling Com- Witt, Angie Lawson, Lynda
Certificates of participation
thanks and appreciation to our pany at Union City.
Alexander, Kathy Hill and were awarded to the following
retained
friends for the cards, calls.
usually
A farmer
boys: Clarence Baker, Tim
Sherry King.
visits and flowers. and every enough wheat to use for plantBobby Childers Johnson, Bobby H111, Donnie
Principal
act af kindness shown me in ing the next crop and to pro- presented trophies
to the Johnson, Raymond Johnson,
my recent illness, May God vide a year's supply of flour Cayce athletes. Johnny Bennett Mike McClanahan, Tim Perry,
for his family.
bless all of you.
was named best offensive player Calvin Ware, John Sowell, RM.
86 Proof Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria,
in foothall, the planer
Mee, H I. Itriavii
with nie Adams, Larry Alexander
(Continued next week)
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1I Shoe Repair While You Wait
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seAT

SIRVICE

7:30. 5:30
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Hobart Shoe Service,

\ 204 Main St.

SECOND
SECTION

CTI•LLINIrl

4.

Quality Workmanship We do "build-up" work
Open Tues. thru Sat:
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'Sterilization Bill Gets
Opposition At Hearing
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MIS IS HOW ITS DONE — The MSU
rifle team seem to be telling their coach,
Major Richard Mallard, after they establiShed a new national record of 1,162 of 1,200

MSU Women's Rifle
Team Sets New Record

Night
The H and H Rabbitry, Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr.and Mrs. Earl Ray Hoffman

°RIL 2-3

rton
nod
Dare'

Pictured above is Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Ray Hoffman, who are presently feeding
200 does on the Wayne program According to the Hoffmans...
..
"Since we have changed to Wayne
we feel that we have
faster gains, considerable decrease in
mortality rate, better conception rate;
also due to the fact that Wayne Rabbit
Ration is highly fortified both with nutrition and medication we have completely
eliminated most of our disease problems.
Rabbit Ration,

;
Hopi ELT

is Policy
1.2$
12, Free

has helped
also in our profits, as we sell our rabbits
to slaughter.
'Wayne Rabbit Ration

"We are completely satisfied with
Wayne Rabbit Radon and service offered

MURRAY, Ky.,
Murray State University's Wornen's Rifle Team established a
new national woman's record in
competition on Feb. 20, according to the National Rifle Association which released results
Friday.
The Women's rifle team set a
new mark of 1,161 out of 1,200
possible points in conventional
sectional target shooting. The
NRA notified university officials
of the new record after examining results of the match and insuring that conditions had been
met for establishing records.
Jan Whittaker, a freshman
medical technology major from
Sepulveda, Calif., and Nancy
Betz, a freshman biological
science major from Westlake,
Ohio, led the women's rifle team
with identical scores of 292 out
of 300 possible points.
Following closely behind were
team members Peg Baker, a

by Wayne Feeds."

— Mary L. Hoffman
SNOW WHITE
Oil Base White

IT PAYS TO FEED

HOUSE
PAIN1'
$3.99 gal.

4794641
Broadway la Saadi Fan

Railroad Salvage
Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

AUCTION
ABSOLUTE 1971,
10:00 A.M.

SATURDAY, APRIL 3,
TREZEVANT, TENNESSEE
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itu MILL III MILO INS TIM
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- 97 Acre Farm -
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pre-med major from Bradford,
Pa., who scored 291, and Anne'
Hall, a senior biology major
from Hopkinsville, Ky., who
scored 287.
Results of registered sectional
matches conducted across the
country are forwarded to the
NRA which determines national
champions. The Murray Sharp.
shooters won the women's championship last year with a score
of 1,142. This year's national

MSU Senior
Is Awarded
Scholarship
MURRAY, Ky.—Jim Colligon,
23, a senior at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
four-year scholarship, valued at
more than $16,000, for study toward a doctoral degree in pharmacology at the University of
Tennessee Medical Unit in
Memphis, Tenn.
A native of Bellmawr, N.J.,
Colligon will graduate from
Murray State in June with a
bachelor of science degree in
chemistry and mathematics.
At the UT medical school, he
plans to study the use and effect of drugs in the cardio vascular area of medicine. He
hopes someday to teach on the
medical school level or do research work.
Colligon, who has maintained
an academic average or 3.7 oUt
of a possible 4.0 points' for seven semesters at Murray State,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Colligon, 38 CampBeilmawr.
He is married to the former
Jean Ellen Leisure, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Leisure,
Beaver Dam, also a student at
Murray State.
In addition to being listed In
"Who's Who in America," he
also is a member of the Alpha
Tau Omega social fraternity and
Alpha Chi, an honorary scholastic society, at the university.

Ski Ramp
1867

First

In
SAN FRANCISCO — America's
first ski race was held in 1867
hear La Porte, Calif. Contestants shot straight down a hill,
the winner covering the 1,230foot course in 14 second, or el
most 60 miles an hour.

ROBBERS 5c
EACH

dd be.

!ptexpensive)

points on conventional targets. Team members (from left) are Nancy Betz, Jan Whittaker, Peg Baker and Anne Hall.

American-Made

TRACT 1

$7 Acres-liacluding the home on Hurt Street. This home is a 6 room & bath frame
dwelling.
It is wired for electric 220 heat. This Is a large home that needs some
Also on this tract is a barn and some other
repair but has iota of possibilities.
buildings. Excellent place for a home and small acreage.

Fishing Reel

SALES
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
507-4722 OR 517-3101

NAM E. AllIANIIER, Austin* resT HOUK RUN.ON 11111111MILL ALUMS=
sown sumo a. &wawa
1187.401

gum TOMESSEf
U011111811 Ne. ST

314,2135

sal

THE WIG OF THE YEAR
— So Light

Our Price

— So Lively

ONLY

— So Natural
Sugges ed

$16.95

Price $2

TAMI WIG
— Selected As The Wig of the

— North American Fashions Associates —
Sold Only In This Area by Helen's

Large Selection WIGS $10.95 to $14.95

Helen's Town & Country Wigs
Located 1 Mile East of Fulton on East State
Line Highway Past The Country Club.

Leader SA.Goods
Upstairs Over Leader Store
LAKE ST. FULTON

Fred Friend.
Friend said that the bill's
remedieE are "callous" and
"contrary to the best instincts
of the human race." He also
said that the bill would hurt
the state financially since it
would conflict with federal
regulations and thus jeopardize the state's welfare funds.
Friend also criticizes a
provision of the bill that declare the illegitimate children
of a woman refusing sterilization orphans and makethem
wards of the state.

4
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HAVE AN ART
PROBLEM •

Artist Supplies
ACRYLICS, OILS,
MEDIUMS, CANVAS,
BRUSHES, EASELS

2
2
2
2

in our Complete
2 "Shop
Art Department"
2 Sherwin-Williams h
Lake St.
Fulton, Ky. g
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Michelin makes
one grade oftire.
The best.
YOUR
INDEPENDENT
TIRE DEALER
W•ur•III, for X Ned.. el.gberay Tubeless WiNif•
wali I if! Owen bele co.,•.• 40000 m.le voted TN, sleet's •

e•/gInal r•la.1 purrheTe WIC!
^^,

Is
ID1411, by percents. a

This steel belted Radial Tire carries the Michelin Warranty*
for 40,000 miles of tread wear.(Many owners get much
more.) Puncture resistant Michelins stop faster, corner
better, give more traction on wet surfaces. Yet they
cost less per mile of driving than any tire you can buy.
Now there are Michelins for all domestic cars. Why
not stop in and select "the best" today for yours.

MICHELIN
"FOR

SAFETY'S SAKE"

Scales Tire Service
Middle Rd. & Hwy. 51,Phone 472-3531
FULTON, KY.

\•30.42,
...O.K4P.41"4"..0.4trAe3.

ASTER
Good Selection Of

LADIES PURSES
— Patent Leathers
— Straws

$2.29 to $6.00
CIIILDRENS PURSES
$1.00 to $2.29

Diens Sport Shirts
and Dress Shirts
— Big, Big Selection
- Sizes Small Medium,
Large, Extra Large

$1.99 $2.99' $3.99

Men's Four-In-Hand

Ladies Long Sleeve

TIES
$1.50 and $2.50

DRESS BLOUSES
$3.39 to $7.50

Just Arrived! Also A
Shipment Of White Ties

Good Selection Of
Ladies New

SPRiNG SHOES

$2.00 to $6.00
$2.98

Year —

The cost ot the airlines of
highjacking averages about
$10,000 with the total cost over
the past two years estimated
at $15 million.

— By —

— Sandals, Heels, nate
— Over 30 Pairs To Choose!

TRACT 2

Consists of 70 acre:. This tract of land does not front a street but Iv s 33' wide road
which connects the farm with hwy. 103, Mc'Elmoreville Hwy. This 33' road is included
land. One
in the de( criptIon of this farm. This tract is practically all level open
field has 44 :cres in it. This land would be excellent for building lots or small create tracts.
Auctioneer note--Attend this sale nd purchase land with a future. ,Buy at farm land
contact..
prices and let your investment grow with the economy. For more information
Carlton Martin, 'dm.353 Roseland Drive, titian, Tenn. or
W. 11, Martin Estate

champions will be announced in
mid-April.

A public hearing Monday
afternoon on the controversial
"sterilization" bill of Rep.
Larry Bates of Martin Was
hurriedly adjourned -when it
threatened to get out of hand.
The bill was attacked by a
number of witnesses. Their
comments were punctuated by
applause, shouts, and comments from the large crowd,
most of whom were obviously
strongly opposed to the bill's
provisions.
The sudden adjournment
came after one witness, Mrs.
Willie Pearl Ellis, strayed
considerably off the topic in
her testimony. She s: id she
has two children, is on welfare, and knows "the man I
slept with."
Most damaging testimony
against the bill, which would
require an unwed mother to
submit to voluntary Sterilization before she could receive state welfare, was given
by
Welfare Commissioner,

to Homemakers

Kens Dress Pants
— Regulars
— Bell Bottoms
— Sods, Stripes

$5.99 and $6.99

P. N.HIRSCH & CO.
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon. thru Thur, 8:30 - 6: Fri. - Sat. - 8:30 - 8

REGISTER HERE!
WIN $100 CASH

master charge

Co., league secretary.
Stalls said he had checked the
petition carefully and had a list
of approximately 150 persons
who had signed the petition who
he did not feel were qualified.
Judge Miller noted, however,
Only 181 names are all that
Writer
By SUE MILLER, Stm-Demecrat Staff
would be required to necessi-Calloway County Judge Robert
MURRAY, Ky.,.
tate the election. He said he
a
allow
to
but
choice
would presume there were some
0. Miller said today he felt he "had no
"wet or dry" issue. The
signers who were not constitu.
local option election in Murray" on the
20.
election was scheduled for April
tionally qualified, but despite
Representatives of the Murray- this there were enough signers
A petition requesting the elecat.
League
Dry
County
Calloway
who were qualified on the same
(Ion was filed recently with the
Mill
grounds.
Calloway County Court clerk. A tended the session in Judge
repreThe
today.
chamber
County officials said a check
totalof 351 names were signed er's
sentatives were Hoyt Roberts, a of the petition showed 182 sign.
to the petition.
of
co-chairman
realtor,
Murray
was
ers registered in the city of MurJohn Cole, ZOO N. 15th St.,
E. Stalls,
named chairman of the commit- the league, and Budl
ray as voters. That number did
of Murray Machine and Tool not count those who registered
tee filing the petition.

Murray Schedules
Local Option Vote

Open Friday Nile Till 8:P. M.
A smart fashion move.
Take the crinkle patent
strap. What a fancy bit
'a buckle, and that slantStreet
sliced heel is sensation- Lake
al. Navy, black, or white.

Bay Family Shoe Store

FAp nue N

has straooec
'n' wraooec
today's crinkles

Fulton, Ky.

New Phone Service To Link Summer
Union City, South Fulton School Set
A new telephone service soon
win be offered Union City and
Fulton telephone subSouth
scribers who frequently call between these exchanges.
The
announcement was made today by
South Central Bell manager A.
13. Strayhorn and Union City
Mayor C
:H. "Red" Adams.
.
Mr. Strayhorn explained that
with the new sertIce any Union
City or South Fulton telephone
customer can subscribe for a
minimum period of "talking
time" to subscribers in the other
exchange for only a small rate
difference which would be less
than equivalent charges for long
distance calls.
For example, a residence customer could have one hour of
calling time to the other exchange each month for $2.10
plus tax, which is considerably
less than the average long distance charges for an hour's time
between these points.
With the new service a customer may dial calls to the
other exchange as often as he
wishes and only the length of
each call counts toward the minimum time specified in the plan.
Any additional talking time, over
minimum
period, will
the
be charged a reduced rate of only
a few cents for a fraction of
an hour.
Because of the close proximity
and the mutual community interests between Union City arid South
Fulton, officials In Union City
asked the telephone company to
consider two methods which
might provide calling between the
two cities at reduced rates.
Under one method, extended
area service, calling would be
toll-free between Union City and
South Fulton, but the monthly
rates for all subscribers would
have to be increased. Under the
other method, the optional calling
plan, only those customers who
subscribed to the plan 4ould
be billed an extra charge.
After reviewing both methods,
It was generally agreed that the
optional calling plan would be

since the petition was filed nor
the ones who are merely constitutionally qualified to sign.
Miller explained persons do
not have to be registered voters
to be constitutionally qualified
to sign the petition.

pick of
our
latest
trades
on 71's
1971 BUICK LeSABRE 2-door hardtop,
bronze, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air,
white tires.
1970 IMPALA four door hardtop. White
with vinyl top. V-8 automatic with
power steering and factory air.
1970 EL COMMANDO CUSTOM SS. Ky.
tags. Gray, V-8 automatic with power
steering.
1970 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO 2-door
hardtop, Tenn. tags, gold, Vfl, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, gold vinyl top, white tires;
one-owner, local car.
1970 CHEVROLET IMPALA custom coupe,
Kentucky tag, cream color, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, vinyl top, white tires, a nice
1-owner, local car.
1969 VOLKSWAGEN,Kentucky tag, beige,
automatic.
1969 OLDSMOBILE 98 4-door sedan, Tennessee tags, brown, vinyl top V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air,

1968 BUICK SKYLARK 4-door sedan, grey,
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air.

more satisfactory, Mr. Stray"It seems more
horn said.
desirable to charge extra rates
only to those who benefit from
special calling rathei than to
charge them to everyone."
Mr. Strayhorn reported that
the new service will be available to Union City subscribers
beginning AprU 1. Rates are different for business and residence
Telephone cuscustomers.
tomers interested In the new
service may obtain additional information by calling the telephone company business office
which handles their account.

1966 FORD FAIRLANE wagon, Tennessee
tags, white, V8, automatic.
1965 OLDS 98. 2 door hardtop. White with
Tenn. title. V8 automatic with power
steering, power brakes, power windows
and seats and factory air.
- -- - - - - - - - - - -

War

A NICE CAMPER,over-the-cab, refrigerator,
stove, fully equipped.

"Where the best teals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE HE OF TNESE SALESMEN" - Mike Williams, Warren Tuck, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Verne Spans aid Dam Taylor
1111021WAT 307
FULTON, KT.
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IN
YOUR

INCOME TAX
BOTH
You'll purr with pleasure at
the satisfaction you'll receive FEDERAL
m ft & R BLOCK. Point your
AND
pews in the direction of the
STATE
nearest BLOCK office and receive prompt ond guoronteed
accurate preparation of your
return.

S

LI FE

UP

GUARANTEE

We guarantee
w
wtereest,moe
interest,

tax return
accurate preparation of every
penalty or
er
1l paykew:3nye therrors pthat coil you

or interest.

HR
113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9: AM to 6:PM Weekdays
0 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577

VALLETTA, Malta
Malta
will become a part of the Common Market customs union in
10 years after going through
stages of integration.

On
Save Now
FASHIONS

NEW SPRING

de&

Ladies'
GLOVES
$1.00 - $1.99
Double woven cottons
and stretch nylons.
White, beige, black.

ATJC
Eagle
stoves
bottle
umbre
Ping
2 p. IT

FOF
t700P1
Austin
call(
472-17
FOI
Chevr
dard
foot
dition
HE
earnii
ing
mg n
or wr

America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY

Malta To Join Market

Easter tim• is fashion time ... select your right-for-spring mum!at National
Stores and save your doilars1

SP
Wa
ltike
term
Write
Box
48176

dom
95 a
ruin
CaB
FL
free
ster
soot
&v
479-

be
31.71
472-4

you
used
Sou

as

hots

sake
Rah
400
lb
and
goa

SPECIAL!
GIRLS' $8.99
2 - PIECE
PANT SUITS
Sizes 7-14
2-piece styles in acetate
knit Chavazetter. Yellow
Pink or Blue In Sizes
7 to 14.
Sizes 3 - 4Ix
$5.99

Solid colors and patchwork patterns in spring colors.
navy, antique brown arid burgundy. Choose from totes
and pouches.

Ballet
Brand
PANTY
ROSE

and
OTT

$7.99

Regular $4.99 New Spring !Crinkle
$3.99
Patent Handbags

- GIRLS' EASTER SHOESStyles by Young Pals.
Krinkle and slick patent
pumps and straps.
Sizes 10 to 4.

Krinkle patents in stylist
that are so wanted for
spring. White, black and
colors. Sizes 5 to 10

$1.39
hoir
ce
Runosietai;
of /L
long wearing,
seven
colors for spring.
S-M -L sizes.

GIRLS'
EASTER
DRESSES

$4.99 -$6.99

- LADIES' CHARM STEP SHOES-

- Double Knits
- Blends

$5.99 - $7.99

REGISTER FOR BIG CASH GIVE-AWAY
APRIL 3rd AT THE

$2.99 to $5.99
All are machine washable ...
never need ironing. Polyester
double knits and polyestercotton blends In assorted
styles and colors. Shea 1 to 14

BARBARA MANDRELL SHOW

Newest Patterns and Colors
in Men's Short Sleeve

Special! Ladies' $14.99
ALL PURPOSE COATS
Simile breasted with patch pockets
and raglan sleeves. Tattersall check
pattern in beige, turquoise or light
blue. S to 111.

$12.99

Special! Ladies' $7.99

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK

sou

PUT A

Stahr Speaks
At Richmond

The average Vietnam
veteran is 26.2 years old.

So
to

LET BLOCK

SOUTH FULTON. Tenn.,
- Principal Virgil
Yates tuday announced that the
South Fulton summer school program will be held again this
year, with math, social studies,
science. English and other subjects for a six-week term and
NS per subject for the eight.
week term.

1969 FORD 2-ton truck. 4-speed transmission, 2-speed axle, red, V8, brand new
Midwest 141/›-foot bed with hoist.
1965 CHEVROLET PICKUP, 1/2-ton truck,
short wide bed, custom, Tennessee
tags, yellow, V8, automatic, power
steering, factory air.

CL

At Fulton

1968 OPEL WAGON, white, 4-speed.
1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE coupe,2-door
hardtop, Kentucky tag, black, black
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air, white
tires; a local car.

Fultoi

jag year, $11 million more than
in 1980. A jump in sales of
Slays Ship More
was largely reBELGRADE Yugoslavia ex- packed meat
for the increase.
ported $170 million in foodstuffs spmisible

The summer school will be organized and operated as a part
of the public school program,
Yates said, and shall be under
the control and management of
the board of education. comply- Dr. ing with rules and regulations
RICHMOND, Ky.
Elvis J. Stahr, president of the prescribed by the state and local
National Audubon Society and boards of education.
a native Kentuckian, told an
The qualifications of the teachEastern Kentucky University ers, the equipment, and the
Founders Day audience Wednes- standards enforced shall be the
day that man's relations to the same as in the regular school
natural environment is one of term, and will be under the
the major broad problems "be- rection of the principal, or a
setting this little planet and its
qualified person designated by
inhabitants."
the local board of education.
Stahr said no community,
All summer school classes will
state or country is free of environmental problems, pointing meet in the school building.
out that "nature doesn't know or
really care where national or local political boundaries are laid
out."
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PERMANENT PRESS DRESSES
Sleeveless button front style with
belt. Fashioned of polyester and cotton fabric that has permanent press
finish., needs no ironing. Assorted

$4.99

colors. 10 to 111.

HANES UNDERWEAR
For Boys
For Men
T-shirts, Briefs
and Athletic Shirts

3for $3.39

Briefs end
T-shirts

3 for $2.59

DRESS
SHIRTS
$4.99
Permanent press blends of
polyester and cotton in stripes,
solids and fancy designs.
Choose from colors such as
blue, gray, brown, purple,
green, gold, red and navy.
Sizes 14 to 17.

MEN'S 4-INCH SPRING TIES
Assorted stripes, solids and
fancy patterns . ..in many
colors.

$2.00 to $4.00

Page 2
.more than
sales of

largely retell..

r

Fulton, Ky.

CLASSIFIED ADS

So MUCH.. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Opt51 per word
reach
8,5fk\Homee 1

return
oily or

In
NS

ess,
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Sparks: It
Was 'All
Or None'

County Males
Outnumbered
There are more females than
males in Mimi County but the
is small - 15,576
margin
to 14,360.
This and many other bits of
Sr. Included in
Information
advance report on Genthe
eral Population Chalacteristics
for
Tennessee, issued by the
Bureau of the Census and based
on
the 1970 federal census.
The report shows the county population to be 29,936. Of
this number, 27,345 are classified as white, 2,566 are Negro
and 25 are classified in the
"other" category which would Include American Indian, Japanese,
Chinese, Filipino, Korean or
Eskimo.
The age breakdown for men
In the county is as follows; Under
5 years, 1,216; 5 and 6 years,
501; 7 to 9 years, 780; 10 to 13
years, 1,150; 14 years, 291; 15
years, 292; 16 and 17 years,
19
years, 450;
555; 16 and
years,
years, 186; 21
20
years, 606; 25
159; 22 to 24
to 34 years, 1,724; 35 to 44
years, 1,471; 45 to 54 years,
1,552; 55 to 59 years, 816;
60 and 61 years, 352; 62 to 64
years, 497; 65 to 74 years, 1,and over, 330.
112; 75 years
Among females, the breakUnder 5 years,
down shows1,187; 5 and 6 years, 500; 7 to 9
years, 802; 10 to 13 years, 1,034; 14 years, 291: 15 years.
264; 16 and 17 years, 522; 18
and 19 years, 440; 20 years,
207; 21 years, 222; 22 to 24
years, 655; 25 to 34 years,
1,808; 35 to 44 years, 1,621;
45 to 54 years, 1,760; 55 to 59
years, 988; 60 and 61 years,
387; 62 to 64 years, 464; 65
to 74 years, 1,437; 75 years and
over, 1,00'7.
breakdowns were
Similar
supplied for all Tennessee towns
with 10,000 or more population,
Including Union City.
for
males
The breakdown
shows; Under 5 years, 487;
to 9
7
184;
5 and 6 years,
years, 317; 10 to 13 years,
433; 14 years, 110; 15 years,
116; 16 and 17 years, 215; 18
and 19 years; 164; 20 years,
69; 21 years, 67; 22 to 24
years, 275; 25 to 34 years,
686; 35 to 44 years, 626;
45 to 54 years, 583; 55 to
60 and 61
59 years, 294;
62 to 64 years,
years, 133;

was
MURRAY,
"all or none," Dr. Harry Sparks,
MSU president said today, following cancellation of the entire
1971 "Insight" lecture series on
State campus.
AUCTION - Alitiche Sever the Murray
Sparks said he elected to
Eagle tent trailer, two gas
gas cancel the entire series because
stoves, one gas lantern,
bottle with regulator, three 9x9 "the board spoke to me and expressed that (William) Kunstler
umbrella tents. Mayfield Shopping Pisa Parking Lot at WAS not to speak."
2 p. m. on Apiril 3, 1971.
The Murray State University
president said the board of rehad authorized him to
FOR SALE-100% normal gents
make the decision whether to
cytoplasm seed corn. See Jack
the
Austin, Rt. 4, Fulton, Ks. or continue or discontinue
call Cayce 838-62810 or Fulton series. He said he was advised
one
by an attorney that to ban
472-17311
speaker would be ruled "discriminatory" if taken to court.
FOR SALE-235 six-cylinder
Joseph M. Whittle, Leitchfield,
StanChevrolet motor complete
vice chairman of the board of
18
truck,
Ford
1967
shift,
dard
regents, said he does not respect
foot grain bed, excellent conKunstler as an attorney because
dition. Call 472-1334.
"he attempts to make a mockery out of our jurisprudence
HELP WANTED — Excelient system."
representearning opportunity
Whittle, an attorney himself,
ing AVON COSMETICS opensaid he Mused his objection to
ing now in Fulton County. Call
Kunstler's appearance at MSU
or write—Mrs. Margaret Taylor
on his professional opinion.
P. 0. Box 1022
"Out ultimate duty is to our
Paducah, Ky. 42001
own conscience," he remarked,
Pho. 898-2708
flowerer, he said he felt the'
board, has made progress in
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
closing the communication gap
the
Wanted responsible party to with MSU students during
past year.
hike over spinet piano. Easy
Mrs. Lochle Hart, another
terms. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P. 0. member of the beard, said she
Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
based her objection to Randier
46176.
upon his actions in the Chicago
Seven trial.
Mrs. Hart said an earlier MSU
FARM FOR SALE Dukepolicy enacted to prevent perdom -Latham highway, about
of
slate
sons under indictment from
95 acres Level, high
cultivation, less thin 6300 acre.
using MSU facilities was directCab (901) 479.1776.
ed specifically at Kunstler "the
best I can remember."
FURNWCRE Upholstering;
Wendell P. Butler, mate superfree estimates. Lainfs Upholpublic instruction
stery Shop, US 45-E 8 miles intendent of
chairman of the
south of Fulton, next to Laird and ex officia
& Vance Antique Shop. Phone MSU board of regents, declined
comment because he was not in
479-1511.
attendance at recent board
Income tax returns prepared,
meetings related to the Insight
11. rears experience. 207 Third,
series.
472-4547. John W. Bostick.
"About all I know about it Is
read in the papers,"
WE MAKE DRAPES FRE.F., what I've
you pay only for the material he commented.
The chairman of the Insight
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
executive committee, Hugh GrifSouth Fulton, Tenn.
fith, Warren, Ohio, said Kunst46 Acre earm with 3 bedroom ler has agreed to appear without
house and outbuikbngs for a contract at no charge except
sale. Tsiiii:Yeriiiles northeast of personal expenses.
floor holds
Kuastimbas etiefInned be will
.
Retralifer
400
speak In Murray at an off-campus location next Monday night,
161 Acres between Latham
and Dresden. Ideal for catIle, Griffith said.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for
good find. Call 587-3760.
the Student Government, Doug
S. T.
.IFIENT Wheelchairs, crutches Myers, said today that Dr.
Hayakawa, president of San
and other convalescent aids at
crry SUPER DRUG 406 Lake Francisco State College, has
been extended an invitation to
Itrotten. EY
appear here off-campus on Wed
nesday night, "to provide balance to /Emitter's appearance."
Dr. Hayakawa, If he accepts.
Mat Square This
also would receive only expenses
for his appearance here.
.1‘ '
)
4,.;1(4:1.
'
The San Francisco State College president was -on the original "Insight" panel, and was
6
:
-44
one of three persons whose contract was cancelled when
school officials decided to drop
. 1
TRUED
the entire program.

"WHERE FRESH THINGS ARE HAPPENING"

SUPER-RIGHT

FULLY MATURED GRAIN-FED BEEF

StenkS

I
.
rams

p
I

I

Wheels Balanced(
I

Bronx Zoo, in New York City,
kin 2.3 million visitors a year.

S4vi zsie

ti18 BOX OCHICKEN no%
Sirloin Tip Roast.....LB I Fryer Parts.1.?.Vic
vino

BONELESS

ENDS & PIECES LB

WHIM ALIGNED(

'ER

City Tire Co.

SES

1111 W. State Line
i. irablis - !b. 01141741

$5.99
washable..,
se. Polyester
poiyester.
assorted
Sizes 1 to 11

4

CUSTOM
PICTURE FRAMING

ALL

Round

Lb.

KNEIP ROUND

eof0ut3 Shop
Union City, Tennessee

To The Toter: Of Fulton County—

9

Corned Beef

5 OZ.
PKGS.

"GENUINE" IDAHO RUSSETS
LB.
BAG

Aip spirm

Bananas

LB.

RED ROME

Apples

472-1651

Sun.. Mon. & Tues.

RAM JANSENA RIMERN nitRUN
MilliIV
RION MrNUM

for eight and one-half years. I feel I am well
qualified by experience to serve as your jailer.
I earnestly ask for your vote. Thank you.
Vote For and Elect

DETERGENT
3 LB. I OZ. BOX

,14

beektleeememoNessereessore.

3BL:629C
S

A gri A

Red PotatoesL6BA9 C

59t

FLORIDA(10010/594

Oranges

otko sik`t‘

BIBB

Lettuce

AP

it OFF

1_13 69

'AP

OggIncW9
BISOUICK

AJAX
1Ot
VCLEANSER
14 OZ.CAN
WItH 111IS CoU ION
Good Only At A4I' Food Sllllci
Good Ihru Sat, Apr. 3
Rap. Price Without Cournin
.on Per Customer
Limit I Coup

u•••
.10
.411.

WITH THIS COUPON
,.,rd Olds At ASP loud
Good Thru Sat, Apt. 3
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Customer

.00
411••...
OM.

-••••

SFIL F•RISIN
PILLSBURY

es..1 LB. BAG
OD••••WITH THIS COUPON
411•0.Good At ALP Stores Onl, see-NEM
dei.
Good Thru Set. Apr. 3
Coupon
Reg. Price Without
...
Customer, -Ns.
Limit I Coupon Pee

FLOUR

SMIZE AP

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY, MAY 25, 1971
Paid for by Ed Clark serving as his owe treasurer

MACHO
CALLAHAN
Wnid JarismnigenSebem
LeelColirkunesamth

ralerenneerNsoelek
sses &wee me

44'

GREEN GIANT
NIBLETS CORN

KITCHEN SLICED GREEN BEANS (16 OZ.)SWEET PEAS (17 OZ.)

MIME

JIRETIRS
'

?
,„ OS(49C-..
,,,..C1(099911C

49c

BISCUIT MIX
40 OZ. BOX

120•

,
'
Agt
T
k .11,

Ott tetttotitY'AP
KEN-L-RATION g5
DOG I 001)

I

6.15,0Z. CANS
IN CTN.
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Al ASP Stores Only
Good That Sat. Apr. 3
It,, Prim Without Couraim
limit I Coupon Per Cuft01111.

iJ
Irw
E Great Art
Prints FREE

J

P "vt
"1ft
ecoA "ye

,
e-

• 4'4 69

—

SANBREDWIADCH
JANE PARKER

2 FREE PRINTS
8 -.10 MOO Obi 500 PLUS
5 POW ORR 290
,
me4

m'Sr

FREE

ilits comma
meth
2.1 lou

ED CLARK
Fallon County Jailer

9

2

FLORIDA (13 SIZE)

WITH ritiSUOI,PON
Good Only At ASP Food Store.
Good Thru Sat. Apr. 3
Reg. Price \\ ithout Coupon
i
(D
Limit I Coupon Per CUllollict

curity and with fair and impartial treatment

With my many years of service as a law
enforcement officer, in the Fulton County
Sheriff's office, where I served as chief deputy

PUNCH
osz

No. 3 —
BRIDES OF
DRACULA
All in Color!

to those in my custody.

39
(
(1)19%1909E19
15c OFF

C

4G

()VEnt-it-1;11s

Wednesday - Thursday

—

CREAM CHEESE

A&P's OWN
GOLDEN RIPE

Lettuce, lg. head

I ask this chance to serve you, if you will
elect me your Fulton County Jailer. I pledge to
operate the jail efficiently, but with a minimum cost to the taxpayers, with maximum se-

It4ARMIES

BANQUET

SUPER RIGHT SKLS.

FUI [ON

Friday and Saturday
3 - HORROR HITS!
— No. 1 —
DR. TERROR'S
HOUSE OF
HORRORS
— No. 2 —
Boris Karloff
THE TERROR

ewfdriii belg.

shoed turkey
v.r$th cublet gravv

STORE SLICED

GROUND

feria vortices.

11

E ctcr.,,,
„cx LB
BAG

L',!ruBacon....4 BOX

Heel of Round

Lasers may be used In the
tonne as wanting systems for
aviation for two invisible menwe., clear air turbulence and

Technicolor

3

BONELESS RUMP or

years, 381;
198; 65 to 74
75 years and over, 249.
Unbreakdown:
The female
5 years, 454; 5 and 6
der
years, 179; 7 to 9 years; 316;
10 to 13 years, 40i3: 14 years,
123; 15 years, 110; 16 and 17
years; 203; 18 and 19 years,
182; 20 years, 92: 21 years,
93; 22 to 24 years, 282: 25
35 to 44
to 34 years, 737;
years, 694; 45 to 54 years,
647; 55 to 59 years, 395;
60 and 61 years, 153: 62 to
64 years, 170; 65 to '741 years,
over,
years and
75
654;
448.
Union City's population Is
listed at 11,925, Including 10,417 whites, 1,496 Negroes and
12 listed as "other."
Females outnumber males 6,
338 in 5,587.

National General Rctures
The Boulting Brothels'

APRIL

Le984
CK
-CLO
918 EIGHT-O
COFFEE
918
29
928
99c
L.5(4
984B
L699Weiners...Tet30;
COOK-IN-BAGS
OTATOES

ROUND
SIRLOIN
T-BONE
PORTERHOUSE

0,

WANTED!
oM

ll!
ed
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT,

with your coupon sod $5 OurChase

NE 8"x10" PLUS ONE 4"15"
Cheese Rem ever 230 ceNtNi brush Org. rind.
Never before hare you seen such OuSltanding
replicas Or the worlds Most treasured masterpiptes
— IS.. week you ran even get 2 prints, freer
Cs/MOO-Crafted. frames and decoottor accents.
too.— yours now sl Sale prices.
SPKCIAL SAvInos ON ALL DECORATOR ACCESSORIES.

88(

Ape

1,71

.00

SAVE $5

SEVILLE MIRROR

I
s
iese. Cu.,,, $4.99 ma eat WNW 1
I
(I)
vow Moo One
•pcill).,,,1

20
OZ.
VIES.

s•
laton, Ky.
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ounty Contributes 5,000
For St. Jude's Hospital
County pita'.
group of Obion
atoms left Union City
for
Mrs. Lane was excited when
Memphis shortly before noon she departed.
today with approximately $5.- "We've just gotten a $500
006 in hand to aid financially check from Kinkead Industries
trdubled St. Jude's Hospital. and $100 checks from E.W.
Lane, county James, from the Old and Third
gra. Jimmy
campaign, and Farmers Exchange Banks
chairman for the
said the group hopes to be in and chocks from Cecil's Libwhen erty Market and even from the
afternoon
Uarnphte this
the widely-publicized "wheel- Union City Bridge Club," she
barrow push" from the Uni- enthused.
people
versity of Tennessee at Mar- "Everywhere you go,
tin is scheduled to arrive with hand you money."
A piano donated to the cause
the hosadditional funds for

Read The Label When
Purchasing Grass Seed

by Mrs. Donald Roberson of
Hornbeak and sold to the highest bidder brought $100 from
Mr. and Mrs. James Rippy
Sr. of Union City. Mrs. Lane
said the Rippys plan to donate
the piano to the
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The campaign for St.Jude's
began after the hospital learnfor
that federal funds
ed
research on so-called incurable diseases would be cut by
about one-third. Since the announcement, donations from the
entire Mid-South have
been
pouring into Memphis to help
keep the hospital, which conchildren's discentrates on
eases, financially solvent.
A fraternity from UTM left
Martin several days aro. Pushing a wheelbarrow on U.S. 45,
collecting money for the hospital
along the way.

GEORGE MARTIN
McCracken County Agent
On the first pretty day every
spring, thousands of homeowners
rush to their lawn supply store
to buy grass seed.
But the various displays of different types of seeds often confuse the homeowner—he just
doesn't know what type is best
for his lawn.
Price should not be the yardstick In measuring what you buy
In lawn seed.
Here are some tips on avoid-

big the pitfalls which trap many
seed buyers:
Read the label. It should tell
the buyer what kind of lawn
seed is in the package, the per
cent of each kind of mixture, its
germination percentage, where
It was own, number of weed
seed, and number of crop seed.
These labeling procedures are
required by Kentucky law to
protect the consumer.
You should decide what type
of seed you need before you go
to the store. In our area the

/r

..now.amo....m....m...now I

-dab.

REELFOOT

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

most popular lawns are Kentucky
bluegrass, red fescue, tall fescue, zoysia grass, and bermuda
grass. Bentgrass is commonly
used on golf courses, and requires Intensive care with respect
to watering, feeding, mowing,
and pest control. The problems
involved with bentgrass are numerous and make it unsuitable
for home lawns.
Two temporary grasses commonly used are redtop and ryegrass. Either of these are often
added to lawn seed mixtures because they are cheap and because of their rapid germination,
which gives the buyer a false
sense of having successfully established his lawn.

More To Do Than
Worry About Age

Tt
the m
comes
In
PaPen
velopr
'teat as

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Robert Taylor Vincent didn't seem
particularly excited the other day when he talked of becoming•
85 years of age.
ent
)
When a fellow has as many things to do as Mr. Vrne
of mark— the mat
— and the health sufficient to do them
ing another birthday isn't all that important.
and house
Mr. Vincent does such things as his yard
repairs (he can even do a little phunbing tuvt e ectrical work),
is apseason
crhppie
he drives his own two vehicles and the

60 per
Tayloi
Vincei
early
father
law p
ances.

proaching.
He thinks nothing of driving to below Kentucky Dam and
sitting in his boat for up to 12 hours, an experience not exactly enjoyed by his wife, who is a respectable 63 and knocked
off such foolishness a few years ago.

from

--"114000--

s. FRYERS SMOKED PICNICS
6 to 8#
AVERAGE

I CUT UP
244 LB.

WHOLE
Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb.

I

t

Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb.

Lb. 59c

LEGS

Lb. BSc

NECKS

Lb. 10c

BACKS

Lb. 39c
Lb. 19c

WINGS

Lb. 23c

GIZZARDS
THIGHS

Lb. 49c
Lb. 39c

-bREAST
LEGS AND THIGHS

ROASTING

CENTER SLICES TENDERATED

59c cia
99t BACON
53c HAM
FRANKS
BACON
'HOG JOWL 39c PORK CUTLETS 69t FA
59
79,
SLAB BAcor45c
Bi
LB.

lb.

LB.59c

LEAN BONELESS

COUNTRY STYLE

HOUSIER VALLEY SLICED

CRAI5DOCK PURE PORK

LB.
V -SAUSAGE 21.17
LAKE BRAND WHOLE OR HALF STICK REELFOOT (Whole or Half Slab)

A.

I BOLOGNA L.. 39t
I

49c

LFITY JOE
REY

S

$1.00

4 For

WAGNER

QT.

HART'S CALIF. 29 oz. 2 1/2 SIZE
Plus
Qualth
Stamps

STOKELY'S 8 oz. CAN

8$
3
3

, TOMATO Plus

BREAD 20-oz. Loaf 3 For
ALPINE

SAUCE

,,us
Quality
CATSUP stamps

BEANS
EETS 6
Plus
Quality
Stamps

APPLE
SAUCE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

5

STOKELY'S 46 oz. CAN

.89

FOR

1

37c

A I SAUCE

FOR 1

49c

ICE CREAM CUPS Box

H*ViIT

:COCA COLA
•Dr• PEPPER

3 Cans1

iOMATO
JUICE

PING
PUNCH

15 1/2-oz. Can _

RAVIOLA
OLEO

394
3 I
3

azi,
Stamps

Plus
Quality
Stamps

FOR

37c
$1.00

3Lbs.

WINTER GARDEN

18-oz. Jar

59c

12-oz. Bottle

Your No. 5 Quality Stamp Coupons Are
Good This Week 300 Free Stamps

FOR 1

I

1CORN
Mtn.

E

$1

POTATOES.

STEELE'S 303 SIZE Sweet

(ANS
eingaliee

•0111111110-

eall•lme

ME
OLD

FR

Box 5 For ____

1

PEA
BRUSSEL SPROUTS

29c

SHORTENING
$1 SALMON

CAN 594

ANGLER PINK TALL

5

89c

WINTERGARDEN 8-oz. BOX

RICHTEX

AUCE

3For

WINTER GARDEN 10-ox.

F $1

$

PII

WIN'

CANDIED YAMS

k'UktI±A

CAN

WIN'

WINTER GARDEN 12-oz. BOX

KRAFT PARKAY

HART'S 303 size

89c

FORD HOOK

CUT CORN

OR

WI N'

LDIA BEANS 10-oz.Box 4 For $1.00

FOR

FR1

WINTER GARDEN 10-ox. BOX

PRESERVES
SYRUP

09c

5 Lb.Bag

POTATOES
I

QUART

A3TEELE S CAN

irAHT'S 303 SIZE

001

SEAL

MR. G. FRENCH-FRIED

$1

aity
Stamps

10-oz. Box 25c

3For

CREAM PIES

BRER RABBIT

LB'

RWER 300 SIZE

28 oz.

MORTON FROZEN ASSORTED FLAVORS

LBs1
3
DRESSING
59t
OLEO
89c
COFFEE
v2GAL39;1
BLEACH
3F0R89t
CHERRIES
TOMATOES 5

riGLE
RANBERRY

Youi
Good

YOU
COU:
WITI

STRAWBERRIES

SMUCK E RS

MIRACLE WHIP SALAD

olgers, Old Judge, Maxwell House

THIS COUPON?*

or

STOKELY'S 46 oz. FRUIT

BLUE BONNET

IIVE R CRISP 48-PACK

$1.00

59c
1/2 Lb. Bag
TEA
39c
ommineoeminineleinnowneeenonee•eoninineetneietnio•

STOKLEY'S 46 oz. CAN

CHEF BEEF

SI/zez. BOTTLE

lac

E.W. JAMES

ORANGE DRINK

Stamps

3 For _

NABISCO COOICIES

•

$1

4

Plus
Quality
Stamps

GRAPE &

FOR

luaslity
Pu
Q

59c

Bag

DIXI]

BOTTLES
28 oz.
Brown Eight Pinto or Great Northern
,
AND ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE
Plus
•
C
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
LB.
EXCLUDING
Q iality
Stamps
BAG
•
Limit One Coupon Per Family
011
..amm. .Ismo—gia r000000000000000000000000000111FttozEN FopsMOW
WESTPAC
1
STOKELY'S CUT 303 SIZE CAN $
STOKELY'S 46 oz.

FOR 1

STOKELY'S 46 oz. CAN

PONG

FUR
I29t

LB.
BAG

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CAN

20 oz. BOTTLE

'TOMATO
, TOMATO

25

LB.

12-as. PKG. Sugar Ring, Coconut Bar, Lemon Ring

$1.00 IPOTATO CHIPS
ir STOKELY'S 21/2 SIZE
89c I PURPLE PLUMS

7 Cans

POTTED MEAT

FOR 1

Quality
Stamps

PORK STEAK

WholeorHaif

— KRISP N FRESH

Plus
Quality
Stamps

ORANGE DRINK
3
PEACHES

HAM

an

FRESH TENDER,

Krev Semi Boneless Cooked Fully

HYDE PARK

4-oz. VIENNA

SAUSAGE

I

lb.

KREY 3-oz.

CREY 13-oz.

It

COUNTRY STYLE

ARMOUR STAR 12 oz. PKG.

CRADDOCK PURE PORK

I SAUSAGE

Lb. 33c

CHICKENS

lb. 890

V LIVERS

CANS

CANfi
9

3For _ _ 89c

WIN

WINTER GARDEN 10-0x. Box

BABY LIMAS

3For

69c

WIl

WINTER GARDEN

CUT OKRA
WINTER GARDEN

141

10-oz. Box

29c

BAG

/41

WIN

PURPLE HULL PEAS 1 1/4 lb. 59c

BL

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY APRIL 1st thru

PEW.

ssmAxi-sAi

511PERMI

South Fulton, Tenn. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT To:

Then Mr. Vincent Is going to have to do something about
the moss in his yard. He will spray tbu yard when the time
comes.

an
ge

In between, Mr. Vincent cures ham, reads three daily
papers and watches television until midnight. The latter development is accompanied by a meal of sorts at II p.m. He'll
Seat anything lying around the house.

ldn't seem
becoming,

;Aging the 1970 Christmas season, the Vincents had about
80 persons as guests. Mrs. Vinson prepared most of the food.
Mr. Vincent ebtained his first and middle names - Robert
Taylor - from a man once the governor of Tennessee. Mr.
Vincent's father was a Tennessee state representative in the
early 1900s and Mr. Vincent recalls, with some pride, that his
father "seconded the motion" to a state Jim Crow bill. That
law provided for segregation of the races in public conveyances.
Mr. Vincent was born in a log house at Ruthville, Tenn.
He made his first crop when he was nine and proceeds
from tobacco, for example, totaled $101.20. His father, of

4r. crnelent
Of mark-

K

and house
lcal work),
anon is ap-

y Dam and
see not ex.nd knocked

Fulton, Ky.

course, was attending an assembly session.
At 14, Mr. Vincent raised a crop for himself, "bought a
buggy and started out with the girls . .. we went everywhere
the horse could go."
Mr. Vincent came to Mayfield at 18 years of age and
worked for W. A. Carter as a salesman In a general store.
When he was 19, he took a bookkeeping course at Huntington,
Tenn., Business College.
The bookkeeping course apparently helped. Just this year,
Mr. Vincent prepared information for his federal tax return
and turned it over for someone else to complete.
He later caught the source in a $278 mistake in the gov-

MR. FARMER!
Call Cayce Lime Company

Page 5

Thursday, April 1, 1971

The Vincents left Detroit in 1945 with some misgiving on
the part of his wife and daughter. But Mrs. Vincent was willing
if the family could acquire the Rufus Harris property on the
Lowes Road. The Southern colonial front makes the roomy
house a landmark. It is located on Ky. 121 at the side of the
Mayfield bypass.
A sign at the entrance of the 45-acre piece of property proclaims it is "Wildwood." The place is marked by stately trees,
White fences and even three gravestones for departed pets.

FOR
Lime- Fertilizer - Anhydrous Ammonia
Seed Corn Custom Spraying.

The Vincents are members of First Methodist Church.
Mr. Vincent gave up smoking last year. When the doctor
said the cigar smoking had to stop, Mr. Vincent handed the
physician his 10 cigars and hasn't smoked one since. He uses
a cane, at the doctor's direction, just in case he should lose
his balance because of a blood pressure condition.
When he stopped smoking, Mr. Vincent started chewing
gum.
After all, a busy man has to keep the action going.

ernment's favor.
The Vincents - their daughter is Mrs. Mary L. Brand went to Detroit in 1928 after their home in Lynnville burned.
The daughter went to school and Mrs. Vincent attended beauty
school and later ran a successful beauty shop. The daughter
taught school in Michigan for 25 years.
Meanwhile Mr. Vincent was a guard for the Ford Motor
Co. for 19 years. He frequently was in charge of watching over
cash and diamonds worth $1 million.

We have top quality lime and fertilizer; meets
all government specifications; high in calcium
and magnesium. We accept all purchase
orders on lime and fertilizer.

Phone 838-6261 Cayce, Kentucky
U.S. CHOICE

FRESH LEAN PORK

:BOSTON BUTTS RIBSTEAr

'IVIAXI-SAVINGS

I
.PQ,lua:msliptY, I
lb. 990
I

Plus
Quality
Stamps

lb.

CtONirStail SAVE

$4 „„I

49c

3

BACON

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS

PINEWHEEL

59t CLUB STEAK UU1 STEAKS LB.$1.49An STEW MEAT LB. 790BEF
SHORT RIBS 491
Fc!TAKs
89t1
290
5q1BACON END lnA
i
39t
SALTSIDE
lac
D
LiiiirikE
194
LB- I0

WONDER

GROUND
CHUCK

Lbs.

$1

LB-

LB. I•IN

LB.

FINE FOR SEASONING

3 LB.

LB'

CANNED

SWIFT BUTTERBALL - BELTSVILLE

RoOSTER

$2.99

3 Lb.Cans
Your No. 5 Quality Stamp Coupons Are
Lb. 99c
FRIES
$1.00
CANNED
'CANNED
Goidiliis Week 300 Free Stamps
Chocolate and Vieille Ca
Break
3 Lb. Cans
NABISCO 15 1/2-oz.Pkg. 3For 89c I HAM
300 FREE STAMPS
____59c
'
.I ."'
'
• •••••••••••• ""1""'""""'.''''
moos* ••••••••••••••••••••
v*WITH THIS COUPON**
•0 STOKELY'S 32 oz. BOTTLE ORANGE
Ring

190

0I
1

LB

2

DIXIE SLICED

I

PEPPER-LOAF
PICKLE & PIMENTO
SPICED LUNCHEON MEAT

I

FRESH LEAN

LB.

BOLOGNA. BEEF & BACON
LIVER CHEESE SOUSE

A
'LUNCH ME

U.S. CHOICE

LB.

0

6 oz. PKGS.
REELFOOT SLICED

I

0 0

59c

1

YOU GET BOTH YOUR MAIL OUT
COUPON AND THIS COUPON
WITH A $5.00 PURCHASE

FRESH

$3.29

Lb.89c

FROZEN CATFISH
a

STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CAN CUT

GREEN BEANS uauar:.
if
BEANS

•

200 FREE : GATORADE
QUALITY STAMPS•

Lb. 59C 1

TURKEYS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

•
STOKELY'S 303 SIZE SHELLIE
•HART'S 303 SIZE BARTLETT
WITH THE PURCHASE
Plus
I
$5.00 or MORE EXCLUDING MILK
Quality
Stamps
1
AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS.
t!
Limit One Coupon Per Family
FoOs••••••••••••0000011100111001Mierner•••••
FROZEN
1 STOKELY'S 8 oz. SWEET
2 SEIVE 303 SIZE
v
MORTON'S APPLE, CHERRY, PEACH,COCONUT PIE
STOKELY'S VACUM PACKED 12 oz. CAN SCHOOL DAY

..

Box 25c

PEARS

3 For

FRUIT PIES

81.00

I

SEALSWEET FROZEN 12-ox.

_ $1.00

3 For

ORANGE JUICE

89c

CREAM STYLE CORN 5 For _ $1.00
WINTER GARDEN

2 Per Pkg.

PIE SHELLS
I

1

WINTER GARDEN

39c

11-oz.

OLD SOUTH

FRUIT COBBLERS
----$1.00

$1.00

3 Pkgs.

MEAT DINNERS

89c

CORN 4
RELISH
PICKLES

FOR

1

STOKELY'S 8 oz. JAR SWEET PICKLE

WINTER GARDEN 10-ex.

For $1.00

3

32-oz.

99c

We Accept U. S. Government
FOOD STAMPS

1

39c

7- oz.

FOR

STOKELY'S 12-az. JAR SWEET

16-oz. __ 29c

PICKLE RELISH
HYDE PARK

SALAD DRESSING 32-oz.

5k

BISCUITS

6 Cans

GOLDEN RIPE

FRESH FANCY

a

$

STOKELY'S 22 oz. SOUR

HYDE PARK

RENUZIT'S

Plus
Quality
Stamps

STOKELY'S 12 oz. JAR SOUR

STOKELY'S FRESH CHIP

POLISH PICKLES 32, oz. Jar --- 49c CUCUMBER PICKLES
AIR FRESHENER

For __ 89c
WINTER GARDEN Lox, BOX

STOIC ELY'S

STOKELY'S 22 oz.SWEET

FOR

49c1
4 ii
59c PICKLES 39c
GHERKINS
394 PICKLES

FOR

STOKELY'S 12 oz. CANDIED SWEET

35c
9t

I
kISTOKELY'S 22 oz. KOSHER DILL

PEAS
PICKLES
PICKLES

4

-R1
F°

3rs9 BANANAS L.100
TOMATOES 39c STRAWBERRIES
LETTUCE 25c I
4
294
L.29
3
APPLES
ONIONS
1
J
SONS
NES
RADISHES
100
15
Lb.
POTATOES
I
S"
-SAVING
WI
CHINA
IPERNIARNET I
69c 1 MIXED VEGETABLES 5 For _ $1.00

VINE RIPENED

WINTER GARDEN CHOPPED 10-oz. BOX

29c

MUSTARD GREENS

LB

6For _ $1.00

I/4 lb- 59c

BLACKEYE PEAS

FANCY HEADS

NO I GOLDEN RED DELICIOUS

WINTER GARDEN 1 44-Lb. BAG

59c

U.S. NO I YELLOW

Lb.

APRIL lst thru WEDNESDAY APRIL 7, 1971

HOME GROWN SWEET

7th WEEK
CLASSIC
TRANSLUCENT

QUANTITIES.South Fulton, Tenn.4
VE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

Your No.5 Quality Stamp Coupons Are
Good This Week 300 Free Stamps

I

-.11111111e

DESSERT- DISH
REG. $1.10 SELLER
only 49c WITH EACH $3.00 PURCHASE

-Now -Nor

CLASSIC
STAINLESS

3 PC. SERVING SET
WITH EACH $3.00 PURCHASE
REG. $4.00 - $1.29

.0141111Ne .eelSee.

*O.

Fulton, Ky.
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FREE
PRESCRIPTION
u b0
$5.
SUPER D RETAIL

(NOT TO EXCEED ONE MONTH SUPPLY OF MEDICATION)
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To acquaint you Super D's low discount prices and fast,

Bring in your new prescription or have your physician call

friendly service, we will fill your prescription FREE, up to

us or pick up a copy of your prescription from the

'5.00 Super D Discount Price not to exceed one month

pharmacy with whom you now trade, and have it filled

supply of medication. Limit one prescription per family.

free at Super D. You will be pleasantly suprised at how
much you can save at Super D.

Good through April 14, 1971.

Mickey Todd, Registered Pharmacist.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 9 OZ

BABY POWDER
PREPARATIO N H
PROTEIN 21
FANCIFUL!. RINSE

59
88,

COMPARE AT 95'

OINTMENT 1 OZ

COMPARE
AT 1.35

MENNEN SHAMPOO 7 OZ

COMPARE AT
'1.59

ROUX 1 PINT

COMPARE
AT
1.80

MEN'S AND
LADIES' NAME BRAND

88

TCHES
Timm=Suowt
COUPON

3 OZ

frCLOSE UP
TOOTHPASTE

88
88,

VALUES TO '69.95

litiWiiigigfitt,

A
19
69' VALUE

GOOD THRU 6/6/71

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

18
jIIIm

S

4„
ITONTAC

ti

REGISTER NOW

25,000
QUALITY STAMPS
TO BE GIVEN AWAY AT SUPER D THIS WEEK. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
REGISTER AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE.

ROCK BOTTOM
PHOTOFINISHING PRICES AT SUPER D
HIGHEST QUALITY LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN.

Su

LI, drj
COUPON

10's

77

RIME

COLOR
ENLARGEMENT

COUPON

'1.69 VALUE

FREE 8 X 10

COLD CAPSULES
GOOD THRU 4/6/71
:=4411ffigiwiffie
IthittUtiMnitiVIT*4
.
"E,Z7
,

of your favorite photograph (negative)
Lfl with developing and printing of any Kodacolor roll
GOOD THRU 4/6/71
or cartridge.

4

LIMIT ONE PER

FAMILY

YOU NEVER OVERPAY AT SUPER D
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1306 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT dANTITIES

or

th

Page 6
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Crittenden, Hickman
Road Projects Told
- -Th-Fit=k
De
Ky

Two Students
Awarded
Study Grants

an call

Page 7

MURRAY, Ky. — Two Murray
State University sophomores
have been awarded seven-week
research study grants at the University of Tennessee Medical
Unit in Memphis.
They are:
John Belote, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Belote, 1400 Main
Street, Murray, and Ralph A.
Tesseneer Jr., son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ralph A. Tesseneer of
Northern Kentucky State College, Covington.
Both graduates of Murray
High School, Belote and Tesseneer will attend classes and help
with research work at the Memphis school from July 12 through
August 24.
Belote, who is Lajoring in
biology and chemi? ry at Murray State, will work with Dr.
Robert Woodbury, head of the
Department of Pharmacology,
while Tesseneer, who is a premedical major, will work in the
School of Medicine.
Honor students, both are maintaining 3.75 academic averages
of a possible 4.0 for their first
three semesters at Murray
State.

man cotmtles.
Crittenden will receive improvements amounting to $242,428.77 and the Hickman pro
gram will total $187,951.43.
Projects planned in Crittenden
County include grade and drain
work and rock surfacing for 2.4
miles of Ky. 387, installation of
a precast bridge on CrayneFrances Road, and spot clearing
and drainage work for sections
of Glendale, Sisco Chapel-Mexico, Salem - View, and CrayneFrances roads.
Sections of various county
roads totaling Si miles will be
maintained under the 1971-72
program.
In Hickman County the proposed program includes bituminous surfacing for sections of
Reed, Taylor, Hodge, Davis,
Ky. 239- Burcham, Russell,
Graham Bugg, Old Hilliard,
Tharte, Dean, Snee d, Shiloh
Church, Bethel, Cole, Chalk
Bluff, Resin, Mount Joy, Via,
and Watts Station roads and Pecan Street in Clinton.
The installation of a 50. foot
pipe arch is planned for Rose
Road and bituminous resurfacing is scheduled for sections of
Deweese Road and Wiley Street
in Moscow.
The 1971-72 program for Hickman Coonty includes a total of
85 miles of sections of various
=unit!'Pada'

LADIES' DRESSY BLOUSES
Big K's spring blouse showing features
excellent fashions ugbelieveably low
66
priced. Assortment of collar styles or
Alm AND scoop
neck. Button front or back, lace

388

ruffles and tuck fronts. Puff sleeves.
Sizes 32-38 in new spring colors or
white.
LADIES' NYLON

SHIRTS

Formosa's GNP Up
TAIPEI—Formosa's gross national product last year was a
record $5,444 million, more than
a 10 per cent rise over 1909. The
per capita income was $292.10,
un 7.8 per cent from 1969.

COMPARE AT
4.00
A terrific selection of 100%
Nylon warp knit shirts. Raglan
sleeves, ring zipper front. You
may also choose solid fashion
color Nylon short sleeve shirts
with Iona pointed collar, contrast stitching and button
fronts. Sizes small, medium
and large. All at same low price.

died
how

LADIES' POLYESTER
•tt,

SHELLS

DRESSES
Bonded Chavazette dresses in
the latest spring styles. Navy
with stripe braid trim. Collars,
belts and brass buttons compliment this classic item. Sizes 102.
1
2-22/
1
20and 14/

100% Polyester V-neck and
Mock Turtle. Zippers and pull
overs. Assortment of colors of
white, beige, peach, lilac,
lime. Sizes S-M-L.

COMPARE AT
7.11$

BIG SAVINGS. ON MENS SPORT SHIRTS

DOOR BUSTER
iRY.

COMPARE AT 6.00
Deluxe make permanent press
jacket with raglan sleeves,
mesh yoke, zipper front, reverse pockets in 52/48 Polyester/cotton. Blue, gold, brass
or green in S-M-L-XL. Excellent
for spring wear.

GOLF
JACKET
388

MEN'S 2-PLY
NYLON JACKETS

3

COMPARE AT 5.00

Contrasting race stripes, snap patch pocket,
sleeve pocket, zip front. Navy, toast, cypress,
electric blue, light blue, white, brown in
S-M-L-XL.
2 66
BOYS' Sizes 8 to 16

HI FASHION
PERNA PRESS

3

Reg. 4.50 IL 5.50

Select either henway, regular or long
point collars in 50/50 Polyester/cotton. Solid shades, woven or assorted
stripes S-M-L-XL.

KNIT

SHIRTS

PERNA PRESS

COMPARE
AT 2.99
Short Sleeves, 50/50 Polyester/
cotton, Galey & Lord assorted
stripes in small, -medium and
large.
BOYS' SIZES 810 18 ... . 1.77

TA• re•w look is Mons...

Se
SHIRT
SPORT
r
o
rAss
p
97zesrmtearnn.ne.4p

2

actkestleeivtw
sphior
h
three-button front. Fashion
shirts, fashion colors in 65/35
Polyester/cotton. S-M-L-XL.

OBION SQUARE SHOPPINGUNIONCENTER
CITY, TENN
REELFOOT AVE
REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru THURSDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM

A REAL VALUE
PERNA PRESS

1

COMPARE AT 2.99

Permanent press short sleeve shirt
with long pointed collars, neck band,
top center tails, V-vent with button
cuff. 65/35 Polyester/cotton. Sizes
5-M-L in solids and plaids.

Thursday, April 1, 1971
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WE REDEEM FOOD STAMPS

You Always Save More
When lIou Shop At LIBERTY 3e,c,
ve\it
Th.
Wednesday
.9teV Cr"•ik,eq,‘ se

Page 8

01' S South Mon
Te

CE C

Prices In This Ad Good From

11300 A. M.TM 8 PM Tuesday

COFFEE6, 0
RICHTEX
PE A c Es

FOLGERS
OLD JUDGE
(LIMIT -1 DAILY)

LB.

4
1
G4Nr
i S

89t BAcoN SRLEIECLEFDOOT
Hot Hickory Smoked
BAR-B41 PORK
BAR-B-0 RIBS

3 No. 2 1/2 Cans 89c

TOMATOES

3-lb
can

BOUNTY PAPER

Jumbo Roll

TOWELS

39c

QT.

LORA LYNN

CRACKERS

25c

Lb. Box

HOUSER VALLEY

COUNTRY SKILLET WHOLE
GRADE "A"

24c

LB.
SLICED

Lb. 29c

Smilked

JOWLS

whole _ _ _ _ _ Lb. 89c
Lb._ _ _ $1.10

CAT FISH
FILLETS

Lb. 55c

Sliced

. BACON

Grain fed, Pond-raised

L & M TRAIL

Lb. 55c

Sliced

BACON

Lb. $1.49
Lb. $1.39

NO 2 1/2
can

JAR

9
C

MISS LIBERTY

3 39 FRYERS

SACRAMENTO
in heavy Syrup

DRESSING

LB.

RINDLESS

HUNT'S

VEGETABLE SHORTENING

SALAD BOWL

\II

NO

ME RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT OUANTITIES)

N
Li
T SSUE
PORK
29011
/
4
2
with 3
I. TUNA
Hamburger
CHILI
3
)yCBacks
Catsup
Biscuits3
AD
BRED
53C
29 A S
7
KOTEX
90
STEAK
98t
39t.0uND
sTE
,
K
DRINKS
oz49
315
MILK
ROAST - t
39. , . 25 FRIEs 2
CAKE
9 ROLLS 3 ju1cE
stiffs
5
_ _ 9 CRISCO 8 poT A ToEs
9
c
1 - Ice Milk 45i CARROT
4
,
T
B
N
.
N
LARD 469 BAN
5
.• COCKTAI 3 TomAToEs
25t NAPKINS
LUNCHEON
PEANUT BUTTER 2 1/2 Lb. Jar 99c

ARMOUR SKINLESS

49c

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS

Centers
c
h/oD Mixed.& Ends

ROLLS
oul lb.
BATHROOM
lb.
DELTA53
.
.
•
•
•
.
.
.
.
Fresh
Ground
3
lbs
STARKIST
or
.
more
1
$
Fresh Split
cans
Froth
15 1/2
1b. 4
59:
F
ThighsF
Freshr rBr
Fryereast __ 2.
6
can
1/2 oz,
ltk
p
n
lito
knes ii lb. 19c

59C

KELLY'S

beans

lb'

HUNTS

BALLARD

FRESH SLICED PORK

20 oz. $
Bottles

MISS LIBERTY
Brown and Serve
Rolls

Reelfoot
Tender Smoked
Butt Portion lb

KLEENEX FACIAL

Regular

TISSUE

24

DELSEY

Box

TISSUE

3 200 ct. Pkg.
6 Roll Pkg.

ALL
SOFT
(LIMIT 21

:
.4

Pinto Beans
Northern Beans
Navy Beans

'

Lb. 39c

4 b,' t.

Can

Lb. 69c

PORK CUTLETS
FRESH FROZEN

LB

49c

PORK BRAINS

.

. PET RITZ CREAM( LIMIT 4)

PIES

Lb. 39c

Golden Delight Frozen
French

14 1 2 oz

lb.

Pkg.

DICE.

Bunny Breakfast

MORTON MEAT

12 oz,
Can

PKG.$1 .,

1.
300 $
Cans

pies

0
1
U.S. NO 1
LB.
WASHED
RED

LB.
CAN

BAG

FRESH CRISP

TURNERS •

Cans

FRESH

•

RADISHES

Half
Gal.

S

PKG. 111FRESH

MO
Cans $II •

vete
cpva 0
a. .c.ce
le oi.
ASlie wa•
cts.o.
;
( ce

i

sex

.

.

Quart Jar

$1.

Cello Bag

SACRAMENTO FRUIT

Fresh Excellent Slicing Quanity

Bunch

Can Sil

vTo

FRESH CRISP

Lb. 10c

SEED

LB

POTATOES

BILTMORE LOAF

12 oz.t1

Diamond Alumix1r

Bush's Cut Asparagus 303 cans 4 for Sl.

100 Lb.Bag ___ $549

CHARM1N

in.
25 ft. toll

can

10c

GOLDEN
RIP
LE
B.
110

CELERY

.
39c

10c

CRISF

GREEN ONIONS

REELFOOT

300
Cans

$1

PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

'

300 $ii .

SEALD SWEET ORANGE

1.-sh.d.mind..i.m..04.m.041111MMOMEMO•04104mwommOCNIMMIN

Saur Kraut

Lb. 49c

Whole - Half - Slab

FRESH

BOSTON BUTT PORK

99c

oz•
li3ze
(Reg. 490s

300 t Cans 41-

Hominy
Kidney Beans
Red BEANS
Spaghetti
Whole White Potatoes _
Pork & Beans
Bush's Cut Green Beans

Green 8r White
Lima
Purple Hull Peas _ ____
Black Eyed Peas _ _ _ __
Crowder Peas

lb.

LB

Bunny Angel Food

•.

lb. 19c

SLAB BACON

SWEET SUE

BUSH'S '. x I - I 1-i- I .
SALE MIX OR MATCH

Shank
Portion

Bottle
CTN.

SALMON 16-oz.Can

Cans

63C

REELFOOT

LB. $1

DOUBLE LUCK RED SOCKEYE

PET EVAPORATED

Feet

lb. 39c

BACON Sliced

19

79c

Beef Liver ._ lb. 49c
Pig

& Neckslb.15c

REELFOOT SLAB

U.S. PRIME SIRLOIN

$1.00

-

Fresh Sliced

lb. 23c

Gizzards _

20 oz
Loaf

2SC

Pkg. of 12

• Freon

LB.

8
Ca
0
nz.

at Back

Fresh Fryer

Wings
Fryer

61301(Gin.

4°lulL

.......
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON Save 70c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON

.

All Reg. Soft
Detergent

TIDE

King Size

99c

DRINKS

6 Bottle Carton

39c

(Limit 2)

With This Coupon and $7.50 Additional Furchase. Exc. Tobacco and Dairy Products.
Void

After April 7, 1971

With This Coupon and $5.00 Addition Furchase. Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Product;
4
Veld Affair Anvil 7. 1971

40c

MAXWELL HOUSE

INSTANT COFFEE

40c

With This Coupon and No other purcnase
necessary
10-oz. JAR
Void Alter April

7. 1971

EASTER CANDY
Complete Selection At Your
LIBERTY STORE

Lb. 55c

Supplement to the Fulton Co.

Lb. 55c
LE

LB.

REXALI.

24t
53
Lb. 29c

ed
z.Pkg.

49c

ter /it Ends
AS Mixed
Loin lb.
lb.

90

•9c
9c

2

For The Price of
Plus A Penny

Fat Back __ _ lb. 25c

for

Fresh Sliced
l

Beef Liver __ lb. 49c
Pig
c
,
lb. 19c
— Feet
9c

ion

lb.

HAIR SETTING GEL
26

Rog. $1.09 — REXAU. AEROSOL

have Cream

(CN-293-4

Rogulor or Menthol

Beg 98c

SACCHARI ,

Lb. 49c
Of - Slab

for

299
for

Lb. 39c

1:A;) BONUS

BUY!

98'
Lb. 69c
Lb. 39c

PANTY
41/ HOSE
40
87c
1"\AANI\

GLYCERIN

Suppositories

1000's

ADULTS, 12's

ID-8731
(D-2

PLUS
"BONUS BUTS"
AND "STAB
VALUES" - NOT
2 FOR THE
PRICE Of 1
PLUS A
PINNY - BUT
OREAT VALUES

5
•
8
O

8iel. $1
p
de.

• ,L
111104 Reserved T. Um%
Prkee sr/syset te Chomp whim.* meets* sled Te Tee sobers AddResiste

.
AG
BB
L

10c

212-214 LAKE

FULTON
" 7
.f..‘
.(

Lb. 10c
100 Lb.Bag _ _ _ $5.49

in
131(G.
60

R CANDY
Selection At Your
RTY STORE

4.1.*4 P. Appllemb/o 1w.. Sala 1.4. April 111114

EVANS (eiti___a/0 DRUGS

10c

0t
GOLDEN 1
RIPE
LB.

2 54c
for

/._1

35

Bunch

110

(P.3227, 8)

ozen
• nch
0b.
21.

llo Rag

11 Oz.

Rog 53c—ItEXALL

4 Groin
1/

LB

2

for64c

(0-4131

Rogulor or Hord-To-Hold
8 Oz.

53C

80`

Pint

Reg. $1.25—REXALL

for

STAR * VALUE!

RUBBING
ALCOHOL

2 151

lb. 19c

Nice Thick

N\\\ \

ASPIRIN

Rog. 63c — Noxell
ALCO-REX

Rog. $1.50 — CARA NOME
314 oz. ICN 31621

Fresh

Neck Bones

FOR THE PRICE OF I
drs PLUS A PENNY i

Cleansing Cream

_

-eim

1, 1971

News, Thursda ,A

PHONE: 472-2421

KENTUCKY

MEDICINE SPECIALS
PLUS
A PENNY

4% FOR THE
AI PRICE OF 1
REXALL — Rog. 75c

R IX A LL —Rog. $3c

RUBBING
ALCOHOL

ZINC GLYCERIN
ROSE
OXIDE and
WATER

zinc
oxide

OINTMENT, 2 oz.

c
1084
Pint

27
6
C
°1
2
f°170
()-835)

REXALL

am

Rog. 1.49

2090

"
12's

(U-1269)

(0-171)

REXALL—Rog. 1.19
TRIPLE-ACTION - ADULT

COUGH
SYRUP

COUGH
S
'N

2
3

2or 120
4 oz.

P

90
,E TPAV:
PNLE
CUTS
KACI iNu
OUIC

RED ma

lee

L L — Rog. 1.55

2

REX ALL
(1)-661)

k_

for

70

1156

—Rog.

1.19

REXALL—Rog. 69c
•••

EYELO
LOTION

FOOT
POWDER

ANTIHISTAMINE
TABS
cr
for

. p.,....„
.,,,,,
..„..,.
„. ._,.. ,_,.. 2.36c

REXALL—Riog. 1.25

90c

oirl9c
/
1
4 oz.
0)-2521

21°110c
(0-940)

(U-285)

Tri-Solre Antibiotic

MINERAL
OIL
*sae ea

W-36551

for

RIXALL—Rog. 9$c

REXALL—Rog. 794

Pint

....:1Tr`

6=5

N

WITCH
HAZEL

16 oz.

•...z.:14s.

(0-156)

REXALL—Rog. $9c

3% — 10 Vol.

1.1101 ISM
(kr

27

2 1"

PEROXIDE

.....

BURN
SPRAY

U)-3801

REXALL—Rog. 1.59

REXALL—Rog. 33c

........

0)-827/

anntusiamme
tanieis

02-4171

,

REXALL—Rog 1.69
RIX-SALVINE

EUDICAINE
SUPPOSITOMES

6o's

fliiric

Iron

(D-172)

4:&:)

X

•

30
for
2 2
Pint

U-1

DIURETIC
PILLS

3 oz.

//0$

Glycerin
Row Warr

REXALL—Rog. 89c

/NW

BEEF, WINE,
and
IRON TONIC

Jig

4 ox.

(D.805)

GLYCERIN

REXALL—Rog. 2.29

REXALL—Rog. 69c

(0-75)

REXALL—Rog. 79c

REXAL L-Rog. 1.29

MILK OF
MAGNESIA

SACCHARIN

Moho or
Mot 12-os.

2

toi

for

forgot

for90

40

WALL - ie.

71

iT

3:1071
(0-876, 9)

BONUS BUYS ON PANTY HOSE!
Reg. $1.98 —SPUNTEX DELUXE

TIMED - ACTION

Reg. $1.98 — Spuntex
"One-SIze"

PANTY
HOSE

NASAL DECONGESTANT

CAPSULES

(Z 7180 1)

Reg. $2.50
Spuntex Guaranteed

$2.50 Value

Reg. $2.50
Spuntex

"BIKINI"
ligg
PANTY
HOSE(Z-717O-3)

Box

of

BONUS BUY SPECIALS
SUNSIAM....CORDLESS

GI

ELECTRIC
TOOTHBRUSH

r

Rechargeablo

BABY BEN
ALARM

4 brushes.
(X-49321

Metal Case
Pl. Dial
(X-3400)

4"
PLASTIC
TUMBLERS
Ilhoonco
Podt of 24
(X-3727

(X-2732)

12-toosof
Pude .6 24
(X-3728)

WESTINGHOUSE

ERA OUTFIT FLASHCUBES
799
(2-706)

REX ALL — RED1-SPRAY

DRY

Anti-Perspirant
DEODORANT

10

COSMETICSANDTOILETRIES

I FOR ME PRICE OF I PLUS A PENNY
LAVENDER

CARA NOME

NIGHT CREAM

or

ADRIENNE

CARA

Hormone Cream

Dusting Powder

1 3/
4 oz. — Reg. 2.00

5 oz. - Reg. 2.00

201
2

13
/
4 oz. — Rog. 2.50

2 201

for

NOME

51
22
for

for

terr-°.".•

(P-317?. 8)

(CN-3166)

(04-3164)

SPRING

cowsoPr"
com"
.
"

LILY

SOAPwithLANOLIN

MIST
COLOGNE

CARA

Cold Cream Soap

326

3-Cake Box
Reg. 2.00
(CN-2110-4)

(04-3112)

TALC
Bubble Bat

One Pound
Rog. 1.19

LORIE TAICUM

4

for

REXALL--Reg. 53c

LORIE

•

for

CAR. %ORM VIA? We- c,,r,

2 201

Loam PERFUMED
NE

201
2

3-Cake lox
Reg. 2.00

NOME

(cN 02)

3 oz. — Rog. 3.25

for

NOME

CARA

20
2for 11 2 70'

NAIL POLISH
REMOVER
4 oz.

16 Padcats — Rog. 69c

2for 54c

for

(P-1522)

(P-3192)

(P-2070)

44114A

STAR * VALUE!

Reza!!
Mouthwashes
and

Gargles
MI-31
Moue
Wee Orel
Pint Sins

B

STAR * VALUES!

sl!

INCH
GLAMOR GLO

ElectrilMirror
Gold

LISTERINE
RIG. 1.29

REG. 1.25

14-oz

88

land$8

83c
COLGATE
DENTAL
CREAM

MIRROR
(X-4267)

82'

7-oz

(X-596)

S-INCH, NAND STAND

(0-50, 71, 831)

Nom/

Took

Aldis•Ptic

CRRAMIC PIN-TRAY

for

VITALIS
LiaroW

$349

53

Alka-Soltzer
RIG. 75c

25's

REG. lc

5-oz

64' 1

//.

\ Pv11-szl S'eltzer .

•

NM/ Feom (Reacd0
REXALL SLEEP

CAPSULES
Retroll'• new WEEP CAPSULES radiate simple et•r01. Pension and anxiety so you fall asleep fast
. . . awako feeling rofreshodl

FAST RELIEF OF TENSION
HEADACHE PAIN — REXALL

FAST, OFTECTIVE PAIN ROM FOR THOSE WHO
CAN'T TAKE ASPIRIN — REXALL

129

MODACIN

NO-ASPIRIN

Box of 10
(0 884)

Relievers pain of froodactres, colds and minor pains
of arthritis and rheumatism, without Has 'id*
effects of aspirin.

Prompt, comforting mile of minor aches and
pains, fever end collo' told discomforts; tornporery now of minor arthritic and rheumatic
pain, tool

Bottle
of 100

29
Bottle of 100 1

Special

(CT-7791)

(0 60)

ECIALS
RE''ALL VITAMIN SP
PLUS A PENNY
FOR THE PRICE OF 1

MINERALIZED
B COMPLEX

Rog. 1.07 —REXALL

Rog. 2.16 —REXALL

Reg. 3.92—REXALL

ASCORBIC
ACID

ASCORBIC
ACID

ASCORBIC
ACID
SOO MG, 100's

596

for

108
Reg. 1.39 —REXALL

BREWER'S
YEAST
TABLETS
230's

for

199

DICALCIUM
PHOSPHATE
VITAMIN D

2

140

for

(V.275)

(tnanis)ur

393
(V.257)

(V-256)

eg. 3.49 —RIXALL

Rog. 2.9$—REXALL

VITAMIN B
COMPLEX cnimiS

ASCORBIC
ACID
Chewable
100 mg. 250's

99
22

FORTIFIED
CAPSULES

•_

for

•••••tt
t:
*Ma ow noMl•
••• •••••
••••

2for 35

VITAMIN E
ACETATE

PANOVITE
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

50 I.U. 100's

2for
331
•

1°r
2

2"
100
(V-695)

(V-277)

.8•••••••••••
••••••••••••••••
•

"ISUMIC.

(V-271)

(V-715)

.30 — RECALL

2
530

for

/MOM WS

for

(V-255)

(V-939)

50 MCO, 100s

14

17
2
2

(V-253)

Rog. 1.911 —It EX AL

2

AscoRK ACID
VIIEMIN C .

1•1141.1110

(V-795)

Brewer's
Yeast
,•.,..•

2

250 MG, 100's

100's
for

!!'•flo

100 MG, 100's

Panovite
MULTIPLAI
VITAMINS

MI..kin*
WO rm..
V.1••• sod ••,•••
lb•al•on•
IMO TTTTTTT

"P• • PANOVITE
MULTIPLE
VITAMINS
with MINERALS

2fur
370
100's

()
Panovite
t. 14 A
bleinr• /alma*

(V-11115)

Ito
Moak.awl Nome

BONUS BUYS!
REXALL
One Tablet Daily

B -INCH

MULTIPLE
PINKING SHEARS
VITAMINS
..,""bob"rin,smag. I99
• 2 266
NWSK

1X-47831

REX

RECTANGULAR

WAY

WITH MINERALS

BATH SCALE

2"

100

Pock of 76
R E G. 79c

Ph Gallia

.•

5"

Multi-speed.
U. L Approved.
Reg. $9.95

(E4154)
(1.1660, 61)

12"
DELUXE

'.....eO....
,

AM—FM

pow,

-

I WTI
1,

QUIK BANDS 31's
$1.34 VAN

78,
QUIK BANDS 59c
Both for

REGULAR 4.69

I" high — demi
shoulder
omi carrying
strop

•,..11t

2"

2"

(1-1650, 51)

KANTLEEK COMRINATTON
KANTLEEK SYRINGE - WATER
FOUNTAIN
BOTTLE
REGULAR 6.25
SYRINGE
319
REGULAR 5.29

(1-1670, 71)

17"

(X-660)

KANTLEEK
WATER
)1 BOTTLE

379

RADIO

PORTABLE

••••

f()LADING s\lla

NAIRSTYLER

1

PACK OF 300

COTTON BALLS

G. L PORTABLE

HAND MIXER
988

(W-3672)

3-speed Chrome
beaters.

(X-715)

49c
4

S. L AM-FM

CLOCK RADIO

*

REXALL

Monacet - A.P.C.
TABLETS

fond Shots 4"
speaker, ligkres1
orokiotomoosk
cootrol /1"45":4"
(X-657)

19"

ulk-harl

end REG. 57c PLASTIC

KANTLEEK
SNUG-FOLD
G.40w, SYRINGE

.M1•10

LADY VANITY ELECTRIC

(X-714)

OINK BANDS 45's

REGULAR 4.49

VAPORIZER

20 hoofers,
20 curlers,
built-In mirror
carrying mom

2

REG. 77c—PLASTIC

PLASTIC

(X-1133)

REX ALL

(X 665)

s366

BONUS BUYS!

=DI

135

100 TABLETS

2 ";„,T,,".

"

1

REXAL L-- FIRST

AID

ANTISEPTIC
SPRAY
3 Ounce
$1.39

2 for 140
Reg

2

FOR THE PRICE OF

PLUS A PENNY

FUNGI-REX FOOT
OINTMENT "mums
1.29 - MALL
11
/
2 02.
(D-565)

AVY

BONUS BUYS!

likif
COESPECIAL
z

PROCTOR-SILEX

FoR' THE PR/CE CF

k-bands

BLENDER
499

PWS A PENNY
RIXALL

(Wuxi, Modol,
8-button,
48 oz. jar.

Hair Setting Lotion
Regular or Nord-To-Nold

/
115
/17
,

8 oz.—R.. 1.59

REXALL-BRITE

EK
ER
LE

,1)

2

PERCOLATOR
995
Auto. Tornporaturo

Control. Stoinproof.

FAST

CONDITIONING

X 708 13)

DANDRUFF
TREATMENT

i

9

WESTIEND 9-Cep

hr 1160

(04-252, .4)

4.49 •

(X-635)

RINSE

MALL

FACIAL TISSUES
Maff• • CP‘ors - 200 2-My

Shampoo

Reg. 1.09

Fast
Oanbrui
w.100.
0

SL—$S9. 1.29

2

Boxes

(X.6-40-2, 4)

130

2

for

3 88
2-Coll BRITE BEAM

LANTERN

fsr
(P-3207)

(P-3188)

( batteries

99c

X 687)

2 For The Price of 1 Plus A Penny

CLJFTON-PEVER

Thermometers
Oral, Postal,

2

Stubby,

$210

Rog. 2.09

WRITING
PAPER
ASSORTED STYLES AND COLORS

2

for

FREEZER CONTAINERS
WI* U4Glows
Ono 0.i
Oao Plaa
So8 of 3
So* of 4

for

99
(

(Y4-1968,

s\tis' *"
106

(X-675, 6)

71, 40)

VA10

66c

BR!GHTENER

TOOTHPASTE

SCISSORS
1188
Powerful unit
with 'ulterior*.

2 lm

(X679)

arjejt,

sAthit * Vili
'IALL—PE DI - SH A V E

21r The Price of 1 -P-fus A Penny
ITE
F
LL
AFTERUM ALOTION

MESS
5 ea.
(P.3220. 40)

2 80'
fsr

66c

CORDLESS-ELECTRIC
s.oist * V 4/04c,

PEX

RUBBERMAID

"

REG. 98c

(S-655-7, 946)

AFPOSOL

SHAVE
CREAM

2 lm

Prompt, Courteous
Prescription Service

‘41 A L
FAST HOME
PERMANENT

,2i-s1"

tsk * V4Ltit
Minuteman
CHEWABLE

5.1

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
for $266 t
1( s

REXALL-5 GRAIN

iiccrri

WITH IRON, 100s

2 ,„, 3.00

Look at These Great Values Not On Our 1 c Sale Plan

